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Commion thunaniity urges the mîedia1 inan to scarch for some
means to ease the pains of labor. Chlioroforn lias done much to
relieve the exeruciating agony of -the latter stage of labor, but it
is also truc that aceidents have followed its use. In many cases
it lias, without doubt. becoie necessary to apply forceps, because
of its too early or prolonged use. In how many cases obstetricians
have yielded to their own impatience and the inportunities of
the friends -and applied forceps unnecessarily it would be liard to
say, but it is certain there would be no snall number. Tlat there
is an inerease in the use of forceps in confinement is alniost
universaHly adinitted. nor is this increase altogether to be ex-
plained by the impatience ori- mddlesomeness of the modern
obstetrician. The reason is, we think, to be found in the lessened
capacity of the modern wonan to bear pain. On this point Prof.
Kronig (6) says: "In private practice it is only in the vast
minority of cases that the so-ealled el-assical indication calls for
the application of forceps; by far the hrgest numîber of operative
confinements is necessitated by nervous exhaustion on tfhe part

, Read at meeting of Ontario Medical Association, June, 1909.



0MORPHINE AND SCOPOLAMINE

of the womîan and by the want of Will power to bea.r pain to the
end. The classical indication for the use of foreeps is eclipsed
by the so-called deliverance foreeps-the application of which
has inereased in an alaming manner, especialiy among women
of the better class. . I do not think that in this instance it is
a case of 'furor operativas' on the part of the doctor, but in
private practice. in contrast with hospitals, we often -have to deal
with persons of nervous dispositions, who are overcoie by such
a state of ncrvoiis prostiratioii tiit every normal effort on their
part to endure the labor pains ho the end is paralyzed."

The decrease of the birth rate which has been so generaily
observed in the better elasses both of the United States. England,
and France. eannot altogether be attriul)ted te the dislike of the
care of ehildren, but in part to the dread and horror many
women have of the pains of labor.

Any drug thlen which will relieve or ablxislh the grinding pains
of the first stage of labor without injury to either iotier or child
should be welcomed by both doctor and patient. That thuis con-
dition is fulfilled by the combination of scopolanine and mor-
phine is evident to anyone who has given it an extended use or
gone carefully into the already extensive literature on the sub-
jeet. That tlere are disadvantages or possibly some dangers in
its use is not to be denied, but they are those -which are inevitable
in the use of an anîesthetie ii the ·hands of those inexperienced in
its use and careless of the dosage. There have been and still
continue to be fatalities from the use of chloroform, both fromn
eareless administration and idiosynerasy of the patient. The
saime qwav. we think, 1e said of the use of scopolamine and mor-
phine in obstetrie work. )lt if we eau prove there have not been
more thian with hi)elorofarm. we subnit that they shiould be given
a trial. We do not propose ln this paper te consider the use of
sopolamine and mzorphinie as anesthetics except in obstetrie work,
though tIiey have been used as general anestheties for a. great
variety of both major and miner operations by many surgeons.
Our own experience has been entirely eonfined to obstetrie work.

In 1900. Schneiderlin (23). first reported a series of eases in
which lie had donc a number of operations unider anesthesia. pro-
dueed by scopolaiiinîe and morphine. Korff (19 and Blos (16),
shortly afterwards reported a series of eases. Their imethod
wmas to give morphine. gr. 1-6 and scopolamine. gr. 1-100. four
hours bxore an operation. repeat in t.wo hours. aid repeat again
one half-hour before operation. Ii some cases they gave as high
as ] gr. of norphinîe and 1-6 gr. of scopohiiine so thlat it is not
to be wonfldered it that there were a few fatal eaes. thoughî sur-
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prisingly few considering tie dose. It is to be nloted the difference
bet.ween the doses they used and those eonsidered necessary in
ordinary obstetrie work.

The pliariacological action of scopolamine has been rather
fuly investigated by Stella (17), Kochnan (18), Webster (12)
and others, but we are sorry tô say with rather contradietory
results. The reason of this is probably beeause of the rather
peculiar idiosynerasy that the aiiiinals generally used in experi-
miients have to the action of scopolamine or the allied drugs
atropine, duboisin, etc. It has been found by these experiments
ihat dogs will st4ind enormous doses of these drngs without
apparently any bad effeets, while on the eontrary nian seems, in
some cases, to bc peculiarly susceptible.

.As an example of how resistant dogs are to hyoseine and
atropine, we mright mention an experiment performed in con-
junction witl Dr. Webster. We injeeted into the vein of a dog
of fifteen pounds. hyoseine. gr. 1-100; five minutes later gr. 2-100,
and five minutes Later gr. 4-100; then at intervals of five minutes
atropine. gr. 1-20; gr. 1-10; gr. 3-20; gr. 3-10; gr. 6-10, and gr.
1 1-2. At the end of an .hour the dog had received hyoseine. gr.
7-100, and atropine, grs. 2 6-10. The dog recovered, and a week
afterwards we gave the saie dog 11-2 gr. of atropine at one dose.
The animal recov-ered from that, so we killed it with chloroforn.
Dr. Webster. tlhough, tells us that he lias killed dogs with an
initial-dose of hyoscine. gr. 1-100. The animals. if they survive
hie initial dose. seem to acquire an immunity to the' drug. and it
ean be increased at five-minute intervals witlout muheli effect.

In inaii. one case is recorded in which there was a death after
administerinig gr. 1-20 of scopohamine, but in this case there was
a high grade of arterioselerosis.

The conbination of morphine and scopolanine no doubt owes
ils efficieney as an anesthetie, without iduly depressing the
eirculation. to the supposed antagonistie action of morphine and
seopolaminie on the respiratory and circulatory centres.

Atropine has long been used as an antidote for morphine
poisoning, and, as proven by Webster and other observers, atro-
pine, scopolamine and hyoseine are practically identical in their
action on the circulation and respiratio. The reason for the use
of scopolomaine or hyoseine. in preference to atropine is, lyoseine
and scopolamine have a, more sedative effect than atropine. Quite
r<enftly Nicholson (37), of St. Louis, lias done a nunber of
experimuents on animals. le found that by injecting morphine.
grr. 1-4. and seopolamine. gr. 1-100, into a, rabbit it produred a
deep narcosis followed by recovery in four or five hours. Injeet-
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ing niorphine. gr. 1-2, alone did not produce such a deep narcosis,
nor could the animal be operated ou -as when morphine was
combined with scopolamine; when morphine. gr. 1-4, and atro-
pine, gr. 1-100. were injected the narcosis was not so deep as when
2norphine was injected alone. Atropine inhibits in some degree
the action of the morphine. He also found that repeated daily
injections of morphine and scopolamnine produced n0 degeneration
of heart, liver or kidneys. Ie found that the toxie dose of mor-
phine and scopolamine corresponds very closely to that of
norphine alone. ·and the autopsy findings in animals which

succumb to a toxie dose are as those from morphine.
Though we use scopolamine througlhout this paper. it is

simply for the sake of unifornity. as hyoscine and scopolamine
are. as is well known. isomerie chemica. and identical in their
physiological action, and as a matter of faet in the cases which
we report below. it is the hyoscine tablet of Parke. Davis & Co.
which we have used alost altogether.

It mnight be in place here to refer briefly to the widely
advertised tablet of the Abbott Alkaloidal Companly of Hyoseine,
Morphine Cactin. They make extravagant claims as to the purity
of their drug and the originality of their compound. They claim
that lhyoseine made from hyoscyanms is the only safe drug to use,
and that scopolamine is dangerous, and that the addition of eae-
tin is highly beneficial as a heart tonie. ,

The absolute falsity and brazen effrontery of their claims was
thoroughly shown in the journal of the American Medieal Asso-
ciation December 21st. 1907. After quoting froni manufacturers'
letters and results of ehemical and physiological investigation
they say in eonclusionl-as to hyoseine and scopolamine:

1. Hvoseiiie and scopolamine are synonymous terms for the
same nklaloid.

"2. The (laim of the Abbott Alkaloidal Company to the effeet
that ,the alkaloid it uses ani whi·ch it calis hyoseine is purer and
safer than scopolamine has no basis in fact. for that alkaloid is
scopolamilne.

"3. No one connected with the Abbott Alkaloidal Company. or
for that matter anyone clsc. is able to deteet whether the alkaloid
it sells is -made fromi hyoseyo4nus or fron some other plant of the
same family. It may be chemically pure or impure, whether
inarked under the naie hyoscine hydrobromide or scopolainine
hydrobromide.

'4. The Abbott Akaloidal Company. therefore, has been
misloading the profession of the United States regarding hyoscine
in its I.M.C. tablets. and lias been doing this eit-her deliberately
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MORPRI11NE AND SCOPOLAMINE 473

with the intention of deceiving for commercial gain or froin
ignorance of well-known facts."

As to Cactin, in the same article they publish the conclusions
of Prof. Robt. A. Hatcher, who made some experiments in the
Loomis Laboratory, Cornell Medical College, New York. His con-
clusions are: "These two preparations (cactin pellets of Sultana
Drug Company and Abbott's Cactin) are nîot only devoid of a
digitalis-like or a stryehnine-iike action. but they are inert when
used in animals in doses that are hundreds and even thousands of
timnes as large as those recoimended by their exploiters.'"

" To sumn up the facts concerning the 1L.M.C. tablets it nay be
said that -this mixture is nothing but scopolamine and morphine
to which hlas been added an inert seeret article called caetin, thus
adding mystery to it aill and making this well-known and import-
ant combination of scopolamine and morphine a proprietary
nostrum.''

Morphine and scopolamine %were first used in obstetrie work
by Steinbuchel, when in 1902 lie reported 100 cases. Since then
a great number of cases have been reported, but chicfly by the
Germans. Most notable among these is Professor Kronig, of
Frieburg, who has reported 1,700 cases in whih these drugs have
been used, and lie is very enthiusiastie in its favor. It is rather
remarkable -in view of these large number of case' that English
and American obstetricians have been se slow in adopting it. In
May, 1908. in a personal communication. the Dublin Rotunda
report that they had not used it in a single case; the Sloan
Maternity, New York. bhas never used it. Johns Hopkins
Maternity in a few cases, but not enough to report.

The only ones in Anierica which we could find who had used
it systenmaticaily aud published results were Dr. -Newal,. of the
Boston Lying-in-Hospital, 12 cases, and Dr. Fenton, of Toronto,
153 cases, and their results have been entirely favorable.

Besides the 1.700 cases reported by Kronig. Preller reports
120, Bunn, 100; Steffen (13), 300; Leopold (27), 200; Bass (36),
107.

The results from the use of this treatmuent vary greatly, and
wve are inclined to attribute thuis laek of uniformity more to the
quality of the preparation used than to the method of its exhibi-
tion. Kronig's report of favorable results in 1,700 cases is the
strongest evidence w«e know of in favor of tiis method. Somne of
his countrymen report very unfavorably however. Giminder
(9), in summing up -the results. observed in 100 cases at Menge's
Clinie in Erlangen declares thc nethod to be dangerous to both
the mother and child. stati ng tiat serions a fter-hemmorhage
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occurred in five cases, while in twenty-seven others the course
of la;bor was disturbed. He regards the ineasure as presuiably
responsible for the death of.one child, for serious asphyxia in
eleven others -and slight asphyxia in twelve. Sinclair (3), though
having no personal experience with this method, says: "It may
now be said to have received .its final condenmation as too dan-
gerous, both for the niother and child, and unsatisfactory in mîîost
other respects." We are sorry he does not state in wlat other
respects it is unsatisfactory; it is difficult to conceive of any
effeet 'it could have except on the mother or child. As an alter-
native lie suggests morphia-a1cohol-cocaine anesthesia. We
confess that we have never tried this combination. During resi-
dence in Winnipeg General Hospital we have frequently seen
accident eases froni railroads where alcohiol lias been adninistered
by the companies -and morphine given on arrival at the hospital,
and we agrce that the patient frequently suffered little pain, and
hence shock was not increased. In spite of this faet \ve prefer
not to have the inevitable mental after-effects in our obstetrical
cases. To argue against the nethod in obstetrical cases because
he finds it unsatisfactory in 'ninor operations of the puerperiun,
such as "eleansing septie or pseudodiphtheritie and inflamed
lacerations," seems tò us to have little force. Steffen (13) says,
the wonan ismnot able to control the -abdominal pressure, and it
is very difflcult to protect the perineum. We did not experience
any diffieulty arising fromn such -a cause, nxeither did we have to
resort to abdominal pressure to aid expulsion, which lie says is
necessary at tinies. Kirby's (5) verdict is favorable, and his
conclusion is that labor is not prolonged. but that the patient's
strength is conserved by the rest secured between pains. Newall
(14) also makes the saine observation. He says: "The pain of
the first stage of labor was such that the strain of the expulsive
pains was endured with less reaction than in the ordinary patient,
and not being exha.usted by the pain of the first stage of labor the
patients were able to help themselves more efficiently in the final
stage."

In a personal communication from Dr. Brodhead, Obstetrician
to the New York Post-Graduatc School, lie gives us a sunnary
of the results of its use in tiriteen cases ini his elinie. "The ca-ses
were all primipara. In seven cases low forceps operation was
donc, and less chloroforin vas required to produce anesthesia to
the obstetrical degree. Stiglt delirium was noted in two cases.
and in one case where the dose was repeated the delirium becaie
mîîarked, lier uterine contractions were normal-low forceps were
finally used. In one case there was profuse post-partum hemorr-
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hage, requiring uteriuie tanponade. In twelvc cases where note
was made of the presece or absence of asphyxia, in six there
was none, in four slight. in one moderate. and in one deep. We
do not recommend its use. but prefer morphine and chloraI
hydrate. We do not like the occasional delirium, and we are
More afraid of the driug than we are of morphine and chloral.
We douibt the advantages clainied foi the drug.''

Butler (2) quotes fron 50 observers, having in all 5,121 cases,
in wlie-h 8 deaths occurred. Only two observers having 92 cases
gave a verdiet of "bad.'' K. 3Myer (1) in 50 cases suminarized
his results thus: In but 2 cases vas there interference with
regular contractions, in 70% tiere was no hemorrhage, in 24%
it was slight. and in 6% it was severe. Tlere was voniting in -5
cases. In 46% there vas eonplete effect, in 42% fair effeet, and
in 12% no effect. As to the effect on the child. there was slight
delay in establishing breathing in 3 cases. In one case the child
vas dead vith two turns of the cord about the ieck, but at

autopsy was found to have a large thymuîs.
*We have used scol)olainie in 100 cases. The first case in

which it was tried (J. H.) was a priunipara, aged thirty-eight
years. It seemned to be of sucli benefit in this case we were
encouraged to give it further trial. A rigid os seemed to dilate
more readily. and this while the patient was in comparative case.
A little chliorofori was adniinistered just when the lead was-s
born. There vas no laceration, and no ill effects on the iother
or child.

Operative interference was necessary in 17 cases, 3 occiput
posterior. 2 eclampsia. 1 w-here menbranes ruptured 48 Iours
before pains cemmenced. 1 in a Jewess who had -taken absolutely
no exercise affer -the fifth nonth, and one ii a, primipara aged 32.
In the remnaining 92 cases low forceps were used ninîe tinies. On
this point Newall says that with the ise of these driugs operativc
interference is lower than usual wit.hout their use, having hîad
14 forceps cases out of 123 patients.

Our niethod lias eonsisted in using hypodermie tablets. the
drugs being in separate tablets. The initial dose of mniorphine
sulphate. gr. 1-4, and hyoscine hydrobronide, gr. 1-100. is te be
given wlien dilatation has well conimeniiced a.nd the contractions
are oecurring at intervals of five te seven minutes. The rooin
is then darkenfed and nade as quiet as possible and the patient
allowed to sleep. In the muajority of eases after a period of ene
to two hours' rest the patient wakes with each pain, only to drop
off te sleep again after the contractions have ceased. If the
patient vakes cempletcly a second dose of lyoscine liydrobromîide,
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gr. 1-100, is given, exeept in neurotie cases w'here in a few
instances the morphine is repeated either with the ilyoscine or
alone. In this class of patients there may be soine incoherent
talking, accompanied by flushing of the face. but we have found
no real difficulty or danger connected therewith. This has been
noticed by varions writers with simila.r conclusions. We do not
endeavor to secure surgical anesthesia. What we do aim at is
such a condition that the patient does not renienber what hap-
pened after the drugs were administered. This was secured in
about 20%. In one case forceps were applied (C. H. V.) without
the administration of any other anesthetic. In about 70% the
patient rested quietly for somie two to four hours, then wakened
with eaci pain, only to doze off to sleep again between pains. In
about one-fourth of these eases a little chloroform was used at
the timie of the expulsion of the 'head.

The drug is not administered. when labor is well commenced,
and neither is it admiinistered in precipitate cases. We agree
entirely with the opinion expressed by Fenton in a private com-
munication, who says: "Do not give within ·two hours of
delivery, wvithhold after membranes rupture if there is moderate
dilatation of the os and when the cervix is completely dilated
even though nembranes be intact. If labor be progressing un-
usually rapidly better give chloroform instead." The objection
to the late administration of the drug is twofold; first, the
anesthetic effeet continues too long on the niother after labor
is terninated, and second. it is in such cases that difficulty is
found in resuscitating the child.

Effect on Mhe Mother.-Apart from the sliglt mental
disturbance already noted, and which was of no consequence, no
untoward symptoms were observed. Labor was not interfered
with. no cases of post-partui hemorrhage occurred and no
untoward after-effects were observed. Rather vas it our opinion
that in proportion -to the success of the anesthesia was the patient
freer fron symptoms frcquently observed in other cases of more
or less nervous exhaustion. In one case an observant nr-se gave
the unsolicited opinion that the patient recovered much more
quickly fron the effeets of labor than in cases in which ithe drug
was not used.

Newall (personal communication), speaking of the results
found in his clinie, says: "I have seen no bad results in any of
the cases in which it lias been used under my supervision, but
some of my colleagues will claini that they have had unfortunate
results, thougi as far as I can aseertain there lias been no inerease
in unfortunate symptoms in the cases in which scopolamine lias
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been used over what we úsed to meet froi time to time before
scopol1amiine was heard of.''

Eliects on the C7ild.-Two premature children where labor
was induced for eclamxnp.îia were born dead; one child in occiput
posterior with a prolapsed cord was born dead, and one child
was dead about four or five days before birth. All others were
born alive and no diffieulty was experienced in ha.ving to resusci-
tate the child, except in t'he case of the Jewess mentioned above.
Here difficulty vas met with, but it finally came to all right. No
other ill efeets were observed.

In conclusion we wish to say that we find morphine and
seopolamine, vhen carefully administered, will safely alleviate
consciousness of the pains of labor and in many cases abolish any
remembrance of pain.

We have observed no bad effects on the mother, though there
imay be minor symptoms as delirium, flushing of face, etc.

We have observed only one case in which there was some
asphyxia of the child, and in ·this case the symptoms were not
dangerous.

We do not think t4iat labor is delayed, 'but rather that the
time is lessened, ·but we have not had enough cases to judge on
this point.

We think the drug should be used only when the patient is in
a hospital or is attended by a good trained nurse, this not because
we regard the method as a dangerous one, but because the
sympathizing friends would not allow the patient to be quiet
enougli to get the fiuill benefit, and in addition to this the by-
standers would be very much alaiined at the little mental
distu rbance which occasionally occurs.
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OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF RECENT
FRACTURES.*

By CriAs. 13. SEUTTLEWORTH, M.D., C.M., F.R.C.S., ENG.
Assistant Surgeon Toronto General Hospital and Hospital for

Sick Children.

There are few surgeons of experience who have not been
dissatisfied with the tine-honored methods in the treatment of
fractures. Even when every care lias been taken in the effort to
correct the existing deformity and to bring the ends of the
broken bone into apposition, and to immobilize thom with some
forni of retentive apparatus, a skiagraph usually shows very
imperfect coaptation of the fragments.

Before the discovery of X-rays, surgeons were justified in
doing the best they could with the ordinary -methods, but there
is no longer a.ny excuse for not recognizing a faulty adjustnent.
Patients expect that the surgeon will avail himself of every means
at his comniand to bring about perfect results. It is diflicult for
the surgeon to escape :censure if the results of his treatment have
been unsatisfactory and disability ensues f rom faulty union, if an
X-ray picture lias not been procured immediately after the
injury. It is infinitely nuch better to recognize the situation
and explain it properly to the patient beforehand than to have
matters plainly explained afterwards by the patient to the
embarrassed physici.n when a suit for malpractice against him
is ln progress, for the patient will surely have Jiad a skiagraph
taken for the occasion, should a.ny deformity exist.

In certain cases of fracture it nay be a physical impossibility
to properly adjust the fragments of a broken bone wîithout
operation. Not that it is invariably necessary or even desirable
to replace 'bones exactly -as they were before fracture, but it is
much better to do so, provided no undue risks are taken.
. A careful examination of the bones preserved in museums and
from observations made in the dissecting room, show that sur-
geons have been very often satisfied vith very imperfect adjust-
nient after fractures and that anything approaching aceurate
apposition of the'ends was obtained .in only exceptional cases.

Alteration in the axes of the two fragments results in a
modification in the mode of transmission of force througli them,
with a consequent change in the form of the articular surfaces of
the joints both above and below the seat of fracture, giving rise

*IRead at rneeting of Ontario Mcdical Association, Toronto, June, 1909.
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to pain and disaibility whieh so often supervene in fractures,
especially of the long bones. Nature is usually very kind in lier
efforts to restore the normal form of the parts where this is
possible, even to laying down the greater 1)art of a new shaft so
as to transmit the strain in the normal axis. But should this
happy result iot ensue. there often follows an enornous physical
disability and great financial depreciation in the wage-earning
capacity of the individual.

Operations for faulty union and for ion-union have been long
practiced, but only recently lias the operative treatinent of recent
fractures been -perfornied, no doubt owing to the possible dangers
of infection.

The advantages of operative measures in simple fractures are
as follows:

(a) They at once relieve the pain eaused by movement of the
fragments upon one another and -partly die to the tension of the
extravasated blood into the tissues.

(b) They greatly shorten the period necessary for repair
since union is rapid, perfect, and by first intention, thus
shortening the convalescence.

(c) They leave the skeletal mechanies in their original condi-
tion. and funetionally this is very important.

(d) Passive movements of the neighboring joints are possible
alnost from th first, which lessens the atrophy of the soft parts
and stiefness of the joints, which is usually so marked a feature
after splints have been retained for long periods.

A nuiber of points deserve particular attention in consider-
ing the operative treatnent of recent fractures.

(1) No operation should be performed when perfect resuilts
can 'be obtained iby other meaiis. The surgeon can determine by
a careful study of each individual case whetler lie eau reasonably
hope and expect to bring about a restoration of the parts to their
normal form. If not, then operation should be done.

(2) It is very important to secure the cardul adjustment of
the fragments in those who follow laborions occupations. or else
their wage-earning powers may be much reduced. This is
especially true with regard to fractures involving the long bones
of the extremities, where excessive shortening, imalposition or
limitation in the iovements of a joint may ineapacitate an
individual from following his ordinary occupation. This unfor-
tunate result Cau usually be avoided by a timely and skillful
operation.

(3)* The danger of sepsis must be given every consideration.
No one is warranted in operating who does not approach his case
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with an aseptic conscience and is not a master of the neeessary
technique. Al rougi handling of the bruised and lacerated
tissues through too snall an incision are :to be deprecated. The
dangers of operation increase w'ith the depth of the boue from
the surface on account of the amount of manipulation required.

(4) The general state of health, habits, age and resisting
powers of the patient must be aceurately measured. Old age,
how'ever, in itself is no contraindication to operation.

(5) After operation, when the fragments of the bone have
been firmly secured, extension is seldom necessary; tight splinting
with the dangers of ischenic paralysis is not called for; a rapid
restoration of function by early passive movements is made
possible. -and much suffering and ineonvenience is thereby
preveited.

(6) The indications for operation vary greatly with the
particular bone broken, tne character of the ibreak and its position
in the bone.

It has been the comnon practice for a long time to operate on
fractures of the oleeranon process, patella and the tuberosity of
the os calcis, on account of the impossibility of approximating
the fragments 'by any other nethod. This also applies to fracture-
dislocations of the spine and depressed fractures of the skull.
Operation is rarely called for in transverse fractures of the shafts
of bones, as they ean usually be treated by properly applied
splints or by extension. \Vhen the fracture is oblique or spiral
in direction of the shaft of a long bone and especially w-hen a
portion of muscle intervenes between the ends, operation holds
out the best hope of success. ·Certain fractures, as those of the
elqvicie, except for cosmetic reasons, and those of the bones of
the hands and feet, and fractures of superficially placed bones, as
in Colles' fracture, rarely call for operative interference. Separa-
tion of the tuberosities of the lhumerus and tibia are far better
treated by an open operation.

When a fracture takes place close to, or into a joint cavity,
operation is strongly indicated. This is necessary on account of
the difficulty of otherwise getting the fragments in anything like
accurate apposition, if indeed it is possible, or for the purpose of
removing small fragments, or to minimize the amount of callous,
which will inevitably'.be formed ond seriously interfere with the
movements of the joint or even result in ankylosis. This is
particularly true in fractures of the upper extremity of the
humnerus. especially if comnplicated by dislocation of the head of
the bone, and again in fracture of the lower end of the humerus
or of the femur, involving the elbow or knee joints.
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TECHNIQUE OF OP>LRATIrON.
The most serupulous care must be taken to avoid infection.

The part should be carefully prepared twenty-four lours before
operation, and a pad wet with 1-1,000 bichloride of mîercury
solution left on over night and the preparation of the skin repeat-
ed .just before the operation. Strong rubber gloves should always
be vorn, also cap and mask. Good free incisions are imperative;
and all manipulations of the soft parts and bones reduced to the
minimum. It is better to handle the tissues with instruments
exclusively so as to a.void any possible chance of infection. as this
is the one great danger.

The bones are secured with wire, pegs. nails, plates, screws
or staples. Each of these materials is specially suited for indi-
vidual cases. The writer has found that silver wire, even when
wrll annealed, is too fragile and would advocate bronze aluminum
wire or ordinary stove-pipe wire in preference. Wire may be
used for small ibones. Staples are suited for spongy bone, such
as tuberosities. Screws offer the best ineans of securing bones
together after the fragments have been drilled, either with or
without the use of steel plates. Serews are better made with the
thread running riglit up to the lead, as they then will hold better
in compact bone and are more easily inserted

A!fter all hemorrhage lias been controlled. the soft parts,
including the deep fascia. are :brouglit together with catgut and
the skin witli horsehair without drainage.

The varions materials used rarely give rise to irritation, but
should they do so, they nay be removed through a small incision
when firni union of the bone has taken place.

In certain cases it may be necessary to use splints for a short
tine and passive movdulefits are coninenced early.

In connection with these renarks I desire to record tie notes
of one of many cases of fracture treated by the open niethod.

E. 11. S., aged 30, referred to nie by Dr. C. J. Copp. On
January 14, 1909, he fel1 18 feet and. sustained a transverse
fracture of the femur immediately above the condyles, which
latter were split apart into the knee joint, constituting what is
usually teried a "T" fracture. Tiere was a large effusion of
blood into the surrounding tissues and into the knee joint. An
endeavor was made. under an anestietie, to bring the fragments
into -apposition, but without the slightest success. Two days later
the parts were freely exposed by a semilunar incision on the outer
side of the leg commuencing seven inches .above the knee and
passing inwards below the joint, dividing the ligamentum patellae
en route, thus freely opening the knee joint. This large flap was
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then reflected inwards, giving admirable acess to ail parts. The
clots were first removed from the knee joint and then after a
great deal .of difficulty, with the aid of two assistants and the
powerful leverage of large forceps, the three fragments were
fitted nicely together. Two ordinarv tiree-inch wire nails were
driven transversely through the condyles, one from citier side,

.thus holding theni firnly together. The shaft was then secured to
the united condyles by neans of a steel plate on the outer side
and held in place -by four hali-ineh serews. The two portions of
the patellar tendon were sewn together by three niattress sutures
of chromie catgut and the whole wound closed without drainage.
A baek splint vas then applied. the knee ,being slightly flexed.
This splint was renmoved in two weeks and passive novemients
cominenced, and four weeks later the patient was around on
erutehes.

It was t.hen founid that there was littie active extension
possible at the knee joint. owing to a slackness of the ligainentum
patellae. To correct this. a strong silver wire was put through
between the lower end of the patella and the tuberele of the
tibia, at the sane timie a portion of the patellar tendon was
removed and the two ends broug'ht together again. In one weekc
lie eould extend the leg perfectly. Unfortunately the patient feUl
three weeks later and a skiagraph showed the wire to be broken
in two places. Tiese fragments of wire ca.used sone irritation
and have since been renoved tlhrouch tvo tiny incisions without
an anesthetic. It would have been wiser not to have eut lie
ligamentum patelil, but to have chiselled off the tuberele of the
tibia with the tendon attaechied and to have wired the fragment of
bone again into position.

At the present tinie, four months after the injury, the patient
is walking with firm union at the seat of fraeture and with a
freely novable knee joint.

By no other mnethlod than an open oper'ation would it have
been possible to have brought these badly displaced fragments
together. and to have secured sucli good funetional results.

45 Bloor St. E., Toronto.
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THE SPASMODIC TYPE OF SYRINGOMYELIA.*

GoLowIN W. HOWLAND, M.B.. Ton.; M.R.C.P., LoNDoN.
Service of Medicine, Toronto General Hospital.

Syrin gomyelia was divided by the great authority on this
disease. Herman Schlesinger, into six main types, nanely: (a)
Typical Syringomyelia, (b) Motor. (c) Sensory. (d) Trophie,
(e) Tabetie and (f) Paehyneningitic Syringongcia.

In 1.900, Dr. Pierre Marie presented and identified the first
five cases of tiis type. and shortly afterwirds his pupil, Guillain,
wrote an elaborate thesis. giving a coiplete description of these
same patients, under the name of the Spasmodie type of Syringo-
myelia. In 1906. with Alquiii and again with Raymond, Guillain
added two more cases to the series. while Raymond with Franeois
reported the eighth example in the samie year. Verger followed
anothe r ease. which showed similar symptons during life to
autopsy and records a central glioma as the actual pathological
condition. wIile hi 1908 Alexander Bruce, in the Review of
Neuroloqy. wrote eoncerning a -patient with somue resemublanuce
to Guillaii's series. who nay probably be regarded as possessing
either the same or a related type of t;he disease.

Tu preseunting this patient. whose syiumptoms correspond to the
typical instaices of Guilhain. the differeint features of the case
are each described. followed by ùiumediate reference to the
corresponding condition in the cases reported.

The most important characteristie of the Spasmodie type of
syringomyclia is uidoubtedly what may be termued the attitude
of tlhe patient.

This little girl is 16 years old. and the disease lias steadily
advanced since the age of five. the slow progress being a feature
of ihis eonditioni.

As she stands up. her dcformity is appa-reit. The head
slighly bent forward nestles between the strongly narked borders
of the trapezius. The thorax. if viewed posteriorly, arching
forwa4rds iii ifs upper part. shows a mîarked concavity in its
superior part in front. and this lias been termxed thorax en
bateau.

The spiiie exhibits a most extreme degrec of scoliosis. tle
eurvature beiigi to the left side.

The arus are drawni to the side of the body, the riglut, which
is at present the nost affected. lying aeross thle >ody with the

'Read at meeting of Ontario Medical Asociation, Toronto. 1909.
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hand towards the symphysis pubis. and exhibiting marked flexion
at the elbow, a position in which it is rigidly fixed.

On the left side the clbow is already comnencing to present
the saine signs, but is far less marked in rigidity t.han the right.

T1he shoulders are pushed forwards and upwards, slightly
rotated inwards.

Contrasting this attitude with that described by Guillain one
notes the similarity in al] respects as regards 'head. shoulders,
thorax en bateau and position of the arms. Also the unilateral
advance was present in four of his five cases. while the scoliosis
was marked in one and present in four others.

Turning froni the attitude of the patient to the minute study
of the arms. emphasis must be laid on the characteristie position
at each joint on the right side.

(1) The shoulder raised by the trapezius, pushed forwards
on the thorax and rotated slightly in by the pectoralis.

(2) The elbow in a state of rigid flexion, althougli if the
joint is still further flexed then some extension is possible.

(3) A most important sign at the wrist, namely, hyper-
exicnsion of the hand on the forearm, whicl will be referred to
agai.

(4) The position of the fingers, nanely the three inner flexed
firmly into the hand. while the fourth finger shows incomplete
flexion; this being most marked at the terminal phalanx, and
with the thumb. w'hich is adducted, forming a position described
as-a "pair of pineers."

These striking points are the main diagnostic signs of the
disease. t'gether with those already referred to under the general
attitude of the patient, and they are reported in all the idefinite
cases of the disease, and may be said to be invariably the same.

True, the exact position of the fingers may show some
aiteration, due to the period ai advance of the disease, so that
this nay be described as the typical position. and in a more
advanced case one miay expeet to find more marked flexion of
the fingers, in which the index will be included, as is well shown
in one case of Guillain's. This hand las been present in the cases
examnined post mortem. and is characteristie of syringomyelia
spasmodique, and while it night possibly be present in pachy-
meningitis. yet at t'i present time it is diagnostic of the former
disease.

The hyper-extended wrist is' also striking and equally
important, and it may be produced by syringomyelia. and condi-
tions copying this. as glioma. pachymeningitis and by acute
poliomnyelitis.
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It is easily distinguished from the comnion eerebral -type of
band seen in diplegia and hydrocephalus in which marked flexion
frequently is found.

Considering now the nmuscular power of the right arm.
Movencet at the shoulder is liinited; elevation is possible, but
adduction and aïbduction are very weak, while no power of
rotation is present. At the elbow a very small extent of flexion
and extension is possible. and. strange to say. if the power is tried,
despite the contracted condition of the biceps. yet the extension
of the triceps is greater than the -biceps power. and if the arm be
still more fiexed it is noticeable that the extension is the stronger.
So that the nuscle in contraction is weaker than the muscle
which has given way. The sanie fact applies to the other arm.

At the wrist sliglt extension and flexion are possible, and
lere tlie contracted extensors are more powerful than the flexors
at the reverse condition to that in the upper arn.

The last three fingers ean be flexed to a certain degree and
partially extended; the first finger to a greater extent and the
adducted thumb also to a certain degree.

But the characteristie pincer niovement is better shown by
the less involved hand, as the right, while presenting the same
position lias passed into a condition of rigidity where the move-
nent of the thumb is difilcult.

In Guillain's series. the imuscular power varied according to
the extent and stage of the disease. but he -also lays stress on the
fact that it is the spastic and rigid condition far more than the
atrophie condition whicl causes the loss of power.

The trophic condition of the muscles is sueh that no actual
wasting of any group of muscles beyond disuse wasting ean be
made out and the condition confornis to an upper rather than
a lower iotor condition. Truc, the biceps is in a peculiar eon-
tracted condition, an the triceps is extremîely smnall, and the
extensors appear wasted. but there is no valid proof that such is
tlie case wit1h the exception that I have observed fibrillation of
the left triceps, and this is characteristie of a lower motor neurone
discase.

But to offset this important point it n*st be stated that de-
spite the equally spastic condition of the legs, yet there is no
correspondiug atrophie condition there, and they look large and
well nourished, although one must bear in mind that their affec-
tion is much more recent.

Secondly., it is necessary to add that the cases described by
Gu'illain showed the sane position of the upper extrenity, and
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lie claims that such is always a sign of local lesion in the cervical
region of the cord and is produced by local processes only.

Thirdly, it appears to me to be characteristie of -a type of
syringomyelia to have atrophie muscles present with much
diminished muscular power; without demonstrable w'asting of a
lower -motor neurone type, and by that I mean, for instance, with
interosseal paralysis; without markedly hollowed out spaces be-
tween the bones, and with electrical reactions which are not
typical of degeneration.

The explanation must be that in this disease either certain
fibres of a muscle waste and those remaining give the electrical
reaction, or else there must be a situation between the pyramidal
tract and the nerve cells of the muscles, whose destruction causes
the spasticity of the first and the peculiar wasting of this type
of case without changed electrical reactions.

Guillain's cases evidently were of the saine type, for with the
same advanced condition of paralysis lie only describes actual
wasting in a fow muscle groups, usually the siall muscles of the
hand or isolated forearm groups, although late in the disease
more marked atrophy occurs.

This condition of spasticity and rigidity with moderate
wasting and with no reaction of degeneration, in a disease iaking
very slow advance, negatives the diagnosis of amyotrophie
lateral sclerosis. and nay be said to be decidedly charaeteristic of
syringomyclia of this particular type.

The electrical reactions are nost interesting, for all muscles
react to faradism and to galvanism.

There is no polar change and no sluggish contraction, and in
fact the muscles reacted to a current that was approximately
normal.

In no case did the authority prove any R. D., even when
narked wasting was present. aIthougih a stronger faradie current
was required for some of the more advanced muscles or when
there wvas definite atrophy.

The condition of the left arin will not be described. except
to say that it is beginning to show ini an early condition the
same tendencies as the riglt. The elbow contraction is already
present and adhesions at the joint are easily broken down. The
hand shows the typical three-finger flexion and pincer position of
the first two digits. and the wrist is comnmencing to show the
extension position. Fibrillation lias been observed in the triceps.

The muscles of the baek must be extremely weak, since the
scoliosis is so marked. but the abdominal muscles are apparently
nornmal.
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The lower limbs are wel nourished and are spastic and rigid,
particularly at the knees and ankles. There is no wasting.
Movements are possible at all joints, no fibrillation is visible.

The gait is rather that of a double hemiplegie movement,
taking place from the spine and sacro-iliac joints by rotation.

Such a gait is perhaps more typical of a syphilitie pachy-
meningitis, but the scoliosis, the anesthesia, the age, the slow
advance of lesion, the arm position and the height of the lesion,
together with the absence of cerebral specifie manifestation. nega-
tive that diagnosis. The more marked affection of both pyramidal
tracts w«ould also explain its presence here.

The reflexes are .as follows: Eyes, normal; jaw jerk, present;
biceps, present; left, slightly; riglt; triceps, present; left,
slightly; right, probably due -to extreme rigidity of the right
side.

Knee joints loth increased. Ankle elonus present, and
double extensor plantar responses, right more marked than left.

In the reported cases the reflexes of the lower linbs have been
increased in some cases and decreased in others, w«hile those of
the upper linibs were ab;sent in three cases .and increased in one.

The bladder and rectum are at present normal; there was a
period when miieturition required to be perforned more fre-
quently, 'but she lias recovered fron this. The bladder is
frequently -affected in the later stages, as the patient niay suffer
fron incontinence and from cystitis, due to trophie disturbances,
such as trophie abscess and bleeding.

Sensa.on.-In Guillain's groups, four of the cases gave
syringomyelie areas, although in one case lie had difficulty appar-
ently in making out temperature sensations, which were more
mnarkedly defective as régards heat.

In the fifth case, early iii the disease, no sensory impairment
w«as noted beyond slight anesthesia in the upper part of one
thigh. Before death, 21 years later, toucli, though retarded, was
normal except over the left hand.

Pain was -lost over some part of the body and retarded
generally. Temperature over the whole body was either inter-
preted as touch or more frequently as cold.

'Tarning to this patient one nmay state that correct judgment
of anesthetic areas is difficult. as the child is a foreigner. There
is much retardation, particularly in certain arcas, and especially
of temperature.

No tactile anesthesia was made out.
Analgesia was also absent, fliough there was an area on the

right thigh îwhere it apparently '«as doubtfully present.
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But to temiperature sensation mueh importance is due, as
while cold seemned everywhere present and no definite mistake
was made, yet heat, as in Guillain's case, was affected.

Frequently heat was ternied cold, at other times touch, and
this all over the ýbody; while on another test the nistake was
rectified in places, not in others. An extension of the area,
stimulated in certain eases, produced a correct reply.

On the right side one error was practically constant, namely,
below t-he waist and above the thigh. heat was termed touch, but
in·passing upwards gradually it vas called cold, while above
the nipple it vas recognized as heat. If the temperature was
raised to a higlier point the test was less successfu1 and the reply
miight be correct.

On the left side the saine phenoniena occurred, but less
clearly. Finally to a faradic current. the riglit side was claimed
to be more sensitive than the left froin the mid Une.

Two features require impression here. as they are of great
value in these syringomyelie cases.

1. The retardation of sensation.
2. The non-recognition rof heat as sucli. but its perception

without tenperature association as toueli or otherwise as cold.
3. One nay note Jhat in early cases sensation nay be normal,

that tenperature disassociation nay appear first and that beyond
a difficulty in distinguishing heat as such, that no definitely
bounded area nay be involved, and that retardation may be a
distinctive character.

No trophie areas have been discovered, except a large burn
scar on the arn and one on the leg, fromn which no conclusion
could be drawn. In Guillain's group. whitlows were present in
sonie cases.

The cranial nerves are normal with the exception that an
undulating -movement is present on thè tôngue. which may be
abnormal. It is interesting to note that the saine condition, an
undulation, not a fibrillation, is quoted in one other case. Some
of the other patients have had cranial nerve signs, as wasting of
the tongue, etc., though they are uneonmion.

The niental condition is absolutely norial and unusually
bright and clear.

Regarding the diagnosis it is unnecessary to cxpand, as each
possible case has been referred to as corresponding signs ap-
peared. Taking the attitude. the arn condition, the scoliosis, the
spastic legs. the fi-brillation, the normal electrical reaction, and
the irregular disturbances of sensation, there are the two
diseases vlhich renain to be differentiated, nainely, syringomyelia
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and pachymeningitis cervicalis. Guillain believes their separa-
tion in most cases is impossible, as either by themselves or
together they may lead to a similar set of signs. But in this case,
the niarked scoliosis and the leg condition, with the absence of
definite atrophie wasting, all point to the correctness of the
disease being a definite case of the Spasmodique type of
Syringomyelia.

In conclusion, let the history end whiere iost commence,
namely, witl the course. It began at the age of five and she is
now sixteen. Pain in the back of the head and the curving of
the spine were together the earliest signs; and one of Guillain's
cases which went to autopsy commenced with the same pain.
These disappeared in the girl's case. Gradually at the age of
six the arin began to be affected and she complained of difficulty
in noving it. The legs were attacked at about ten years of age,
and the right arm has only shown any affection for three years.
For the last year there lias been sl·ight difficulty in mietirition,
frequency 'being increased.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY OF MEDICINE
FOR WOMEN IN GERMANY, AND PRESENT

STATUS.*

Br DR. FRANZISKA TIBuRTiUS, OF BERLIN, GERMANY.

There is a proverb iii Low-Gerian: "Wer lang slöppt and
fiink löppt, küimmt ook noch mit."' It ineans that people who sleep
long but run quickly, may still arrive in time. Maybe there is
expressed in this proverb some peculiarity of German eharacter,
at least as it was up to several decades ago, and as other nations
are accustomed to imagine it, though under the influence of
changing political and social circumstances other features have
cone forward in the national character to sucli a degree that
good old Michel of former days is searcely to be recognized. To
enter into a special explanation would take too nuch time in this
short sketch. Willingly and freely we admit that the first im-
pulse for medical study for women came to Germany from other
countries. The success of the first American wonen doctors,
Elizabeth and Emily Blackwell. was known in our country;
seventy years ago international communication across the ocean
was not so easy and frequent as nowadays, and a sort of nisty
cloud 'hung over the apparition of the female doctor in America,
even w'hen a German wonman. Dr. Marie Zackerewska, acquired
a good position in the profession in Boston. So it iwas in the
niddle of the last century.

When I began to study medicine in 1870 it was entirely
hIopeless to try to get admission to German universities, even to
apply would have seemed absurd and ridîiculous. There vas no
other way but eigration. The nearest place wlhere I could pur-
sute my -plan was Switzerlan, and I chose it. as the Swiss univer-
sities resemble the German universities. This little republic was
the flrst one to open lier academic institutions to women and
foreigners, and gave thei opportunities to show to their own
country that sex was no insurmountable obstacle.

When in the year 1876 I began practice in Berlin, success
seened-more than doubtful1. I met withî the saine objections as
all the first women doctors, even in your country, only twenty-
dive years before our time-it would be entirely hopeless in a
conservative country liike ours-woien would not have con-

• Read at meeting of International Council of Wonien, Toronto, June 30, 1909.
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fidence in w'omen in the professional way, and so forth. But
every theoretical opposition attracts the attention of the public,
and I'really think it possible that the discussion was useful to the
inovement.

But still, the first ten years were heavy, uphill work. It was
nearly fifteen years. about 1885-90, before younger wonien, who
helped to strengthen and enlarge the work, entered the pro-
fession. Already in the first years a dispensary -and the embryo
of a. hospital, a snall place of four beds, vas founded with the
help of good friends and patients. Practical work did not find
mucli opposition froi the side of legal authorities, though Ger-
nan universities were not open to women students; little by little
women began to feel that those who wished to be treated by one
of their own .sex had a rigit to this privilege. Almost at the same
time, as in Gerinany. wonien physicians appeated in France and
Scandinavia, and a little earlier in England and Russia.

Now, it does not depend on individual will to decide at what
time a change of opinion and of institutions shall take place in a
large community. The deciding factors generally lie in the wlhole
order of things. And to defend the authorities of my own coun-
try against the suspicion of short-sighted obstinaey, I must give
some of the fundamental reasons why academie study and the
woman physician appeared rather late in Germany. It is gen-
erally known that Gerniany, up to a late date, was a poor coun-
try, and that even now public and private wealth is not nearly
so large as in other countries, especially on your continent. Be-
sides, it lias a preponderance of women. When, about the middle
of last century, steam engines and the w-ork of machinery began
to enter into the home and to provide more and more for the
wants of the family, the work and the bread was taken out of
the hands of the unnarried women. and for them the question
of economie independence and the possibility of existence became
more and more pressing. There vas good reason for a German
novel-writer to call the woman's movement "The Revolution of
Aunts." Before the time of the steam engine there was in nearly
every German liuse a warn place for the unmarried sister or
friend, -who gave for the shelter and protection of the home lier
vork and her love. She was one of the family. Now there came

a change; the aunt became superfluous and felt herself to be so.
I well remember that when I was young tliere was only one way
open to women of the edueated classes to earn their bread-the
ealling of the teacher or governess. But this calling, more than
any other, requires a special talent to secure satisfactory results
for the children as well as for the teacher. And so it is easily
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understood that the first aim of the so-called woman's moveient
in Germany was the opening of new callings in the line of prae-
tical work, outside the family, for unmiarried women.. It is
especially the nerit of private institutions, like that Lette-
Verein in 3erlin, which is still flourishing and spreading. to have
opened the way to practical work and callings. Vlen this was
founded the question about scientific cultivation and academic
study for woien arose. w'hich happily cannot be considered in
the first instance as a bread question. In surveying the general
developient, it appears that between .1880 and 1890 there arose
ii Germiany a larger number of women. claining to share in the
precious riches of science, who would not be satisfied by the
communication of the resuilts of scientifie work, but claiied to
take part iii the work itself.

So. as I have explained. one reason for the relatively late
appearance of wonen in academie studies was rooted in the
social and economie conditions of Germany. Another reason
arose from the regulations of German universities, which are
entirely different from the institutions of this country. ¯We have
no quasi-private inedical colleges; the study of medicine is car-
ried on from the beginning to end at the State universities, and
based on regulations of historical foundation. I fully under-
stand that in this country many of those regulations may appear
antiquated and not corresponding with modern ideas. But even
then it is not to be denied that these old institutions have donc
good and admirable work. and no institution of historical origin
is entirely antiquated, as long as it produces good work. There
is in the Germnan. character a tendency to conservatismn and
respect for everything of historical growth which I would not
disapprove, though at ene time I had to suffer under it: that is
always the fate of those living in a time of spiritual revolution.

The principal reason on which the resistance of German
universities was founded was that wonen hîad not acquired the
necessary scientifie preparation. Perhaps you know that up to
the end of the last century the admittance of Germans to the
universities of their own country and to the State examinations
depended on their having passed the final exaiination of a
German gymnasium. corresponding to your best Latin schools
and academies; while the admittance of foreigners was under
searcely any restrictions. Now these gymnasiumns were closed to
womuen. as the idea of co-education. as yet not universally ae-
cepted even in this country, at that time was out of the question.
So our young wonen could at first not satisfy the conditions of
admittance. But they soon fond they had to hel) themnselves
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by private institutions. At first in Berlin, then in Karlsruhe,
Hanover, Leipzig, women's gymnasiums and supplementary
scientifie courses were founded on the syllabus of men's gym-
nasiums. Pupils came fron all sides, and when towards the end
of the last century the first wonen lad passed the fial exani-
nation there was no longer any valid reason for objection. For
severa.l years women were not yet admitted as matriculated
students. but only as hearers, but it was understood that this was
only temporary. And in 1904 the right of women to enter on
academie studies was legally confirmed. Since the beginning of
this century the number of female physicians in Germany has
steadily increased. There was only one danger threatening fron
afar for a time--the idea of the foundation of medical colleges
for women only. But it did not become imminent. We fought
against it by voice and pen. well knowing that medical women
who took a degree from thcse institutions would, rightly or
wrongly, be considered second class. Now it is as easy for wornen
to enter on the study of niedicine in Germany as it is in your own
country. In Berlin. vith its two millions of inhabitants, there
are about thirty women physicians at work; most of them have
passed the examination of a German university; only a few, like
inyself. belong to the elder generation of Switzerland. In nearly
all larger provincial towns there are women physicians. Also
in surgery there are names which are generally known and es-
teemed. That little enbryo of a hospital founded many years
ago lias developed into a* very efficient and well-arranged private
clinic. As yet we have not a special women's hospital. with
different departments for internal, surgical and gynecological
diseases. under the guidance of female physicians; but we are
at work. and as we have found much interest and good-will
among the public. I do not doubt we shall in a few years have an
establishment in Berlin like those in New York, Boston, London,
and Zurich.

Nearly all the larger establishments for hydropathy and
nervous diseases have among their staff a female physician. The
woman doctor has gained a good place- among the physicians
employed by the mutual benefit societies against sickness and
iinvalidism of communities and professional leagues. This sys-
ten of nutual insurance is well organized and in every way for-
warded by the Governmnent in Germany among the working
classes. Those who take an interest in it may hear about it in
another section of this congress. I may ouly mention the union
of business woneu. which lias in Berlin alone nearly 50,000
mnembers; among the staff are nine or ten women physicians.
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Also the life insurance companies have long foud ont that
it is in their own interest to employ women physicians, as a great
many women would rather resign than submit to the medical
examination by men. I myself have worked for nearly twenty
years for different life insurance companies. But of more im-
portance than all this is the path which the feinale physician
fakes in the social work for promoting general social welfare.
There are a good nany points in modern life which we would
rather not sec, because they appear like blots in the character
of nations. But in one respect certainly the ethical standard
has been raised to a higher level than in former centuries-the
social duties among the different classes are understood in a
higher way.

In former days, giving for and supplying physical wants was
considered almost the only social duty. "I give the tenth part
of all I have to the poor," said the rich youth of the Bible to
Christ, "but what more have I to do to gain eternal life? " There
w'ere few who put this last question; for the average man to have
given was sufficient to clear his conscience. Now we are not
satisfied with giving. I may even say there is a tendency to
restrict giving. Social care, which does not apply to the indi-
vidual, but to whole classes of the population, will take more and
more the place of charity work, and, we hope, in the course of
time will render it still more unnecessary. The grcat àdvantage
for the individual is the preservation of self-respect and self-
*dependence.

- During the last twenty or thirty years this principle is
emphasized more and more in the legislation, and communities
and social unions pay attention to it. We see it expressed in
the social care for the yonng. A striking symptom of it is the
appearance of the sehool physician.

At flirst it was the school boards of larger cities who sum-
moned women physicians to their high schools and girls' gym.
nasinms. In respect to damages arising froin unhygienic organ-
ization of the house and those arising from the crowding to-
gether of many individuals, the duties of the women physicians
to sehools do not differ from those of the men. Her work as a
wonan begins in the contact with the individual. Like every
other public institution school life brings some risks with it for
a certain number of individuals who fall above or under the
average, physically or mentally. The special school illness of
girls in our time is nervous debility, depending mostly on
poverty of blood. anemia, aggravated by the air and the social
life of the metropolis; symptons of physical and mental debility,
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often showing thenselves in seemingly reduced capabilities or
increased irritability, which nay take the fori of capriciousness
and bad teinper. In order to find out the cause of the change
and prevent serious and lasting damage, it is essential that
teacher and school doctor should act from the same point of
view, and therefore good understanding and inutual confidence
between these two is the first condition of beneficial work. Every
school doctor should go through sone special courses in neu-
rology. A woman physician of good sense and good professional
standing will often, by being a woman, find it easier to under-
stand the very highly developed nervous organisn of girls and
succeed in influencing capricious ànd often strange dispositions.
In the same way, being a woman, she nay be very useful in
giving hygienie instruction in the upper classes. Up to our own
day there remain in the minds of women in every station of life
a good many dark, medieval ideas about natural occurrences, and
even mothers of the so-called educated classes are not always sure
to give proper explanation and instruction to their daughters in
sone critical questions. The hygienie lessons in the upper class
nay teach the young girl to consider such things from a natural

point of view, to preserve mental balance as well as physical
health. It is easy to understand that in these years hygienie
irAtruction should be in the hands of an efficiently trained
woman, rather than in those of a man, however careful and re-
fined lie may be. It seems to me that if this instruction in
hygiene is carried on in the right way and on a highd-evel the
whole question about sexual explanation to the young would be
solved in a natural way. To represent the changes of certain
years froni the hygienie point of view, to presuine as already
known and natural what every young girl of average intellect
instinctively feels is, I think, the best way to prevent harin.

In this way the woman physician lias found a place in the
school board of the higlier schools-not yet everywhere, but in a
good many cities of Germany, and we hope that she nay find a
still more extensive field. As to lier work in the primary schools,
it has just begun, but it seens to me that here it night be still
more necessary. The yourng girl of the working class, who at
fourteen or sixteen has to take up factory work or enters into
another family as servant, needs still more than the upper class
girl the knowledge of some hygienie principles. Perhaps in sone
ways she may not be quite as ignorant; but it is not the knowing
in itself that gives protection and preserves self-respect; that is
only the effect of knowledge, imparted and taken fron a, higher
standard.
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And not only in the higlier classes, but also at the beginning
of school life, the work of the woman physician may correspond
to the principle, 'Preservation is better than help." It is a fact
that in all classes of population a certain number of children are
found who, by disposition or by retardation of development, at
the age of six years are not yet able to follow the lessons, and
therefore becone a heavy burden for the school, while, by not
being able to follow the instruction, discouragement and timidity
render them unhappy and still more incapable. (I may just add
in a parenthesis that in many Gernan schools there are separate
classes for these mentally inferior ehildren.) In the educated
classes this intellectual inferiority is often already found out by
a careful niother or by the family physician; but in the working
classes, -where very often the mother has no time to take special
care of the child. the queer behavior is eonsidered as self-will
and eapriciousness, or is not at al observed. A woman physician
vhom I know told me a practical formula she had found out to

judge about the state of mental development of the six-year-old
child (Every child that enters school has to pass a medical
examination.) There are several questions put in a friendly and
easy way-ndt like an investigation:

"What is your name? *Where do yon live? What calling
bas your father?"

Then she tries to find out whether the child has any concep-
tien of family:

"Rave you got a grandmother? an aunt? an unele? In what
way are they related to you?"

"Which is the nearest way from your bouse to the sehool ?"
"Can you give me the nane of an animal with four legs? One

w-ith two legs? One with no legs at all?"
"From wlere does your mother get bread? Do you know

from what bread is made? Wliere does the corn grow?"
"From where does your miother get ieat? Are there dif-

ferent sorts of meat?"
"What color lias the sky? this dress? etc."
A child of six years who is capable of answering these ques-

tions may be considered as of average mental development and
intelligence; by the inanner in which these questions are an-
swered there may be even gained insight into character and
temperament. Only wlen this quite pleasant conversation is
elosed. the bodily investigation takes place aceording to the gen-
eral instructions of school physicians. where nost attention is
paid to anomalies of the cyes, of the car. symptons of physical
degeneration, predisposition to chîest diseases, etc.
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The school physician has to visit every class several times a
year, and a condition of successful work is, as I said before,
imutual confidence between lierself and the teacher, who gives
lwr notice when in the course of school life any bodily or mental
peculiarity attracts attention. Then she nust try to find out
i lie cause; she- is not authorized to undertake medical treatment
of the case, but lias to give notice to the parents and advise them.
if necessary, to put the child under medical care. In this respect
her task does not differ fromn that of any school physician.

There are a good nmany connections, bridges leading fron the
prinary school and the sphere of the school physician and the
teacher into that of the social help union for the young. None
better than the teacher and the physician nay judge by observa-
tion whether a child lias in its own home the necessary bodily
care; there are children sent to sehool tired and overworked,
without breakfast. in a state of thorouigh bodily neglet; in
other cases it is the moral atmosphere of the house that proves
fatal to mental developmnent up to a degree that the question
arises whether it is necessary to renove the child fron these
influences. In these rare cases teacher and physician have to
apply to the Union for the Aid of the Young. The case is thor-
oughly investigated, and when it is found that there is no hope
to alter the conditions of the house, a new law permits the union
to renove the child and put it under the care of communal insti-
lutions or in another family. I may add that this new law is
applied seldom and only in extremne cases; for there is one thing
which can atone for nany mental dangers of the bouse. and
which not even the best public education ean give-the love of a
mother. Even if it seems unreasonable and fallacious. it gives
warmuth and nay lessen the bad effects of the ethical surround-
ings.

The work of flie woman physician to schools is uot an easy
mie; it requires a woman with open eyes and clear judgment and
a good deal of tact aud good breeding; besides. she muust have
some knowledge of and connection withî otier social institutions.
But among our German womnen piysicians there are a good miany
who fully satisfy these requirements.

Another institution for the benefit of the young. where in
future the wonan physician imay take an active part. is the
juvenile courts- as in your eountry, these tribunals follow the
aim to put education in the place of pimiishment. ihougi there
may be a dilfLerence in soime details. It is easily understood that
in the judkial proveedings against young female delinquents the
judgmnent of a weomnan detor. of the sehool physiîian. taught in
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neurology, nay be of great importance. I have to state that as
yet I know of only one case where it lias been takein (and lias
acted for the benefit of the young delinquent-quite recently)-
I hope it may be a first step into a prosperous future.

You see, also in our country there arc still a good nany
wishes and hopes for the future; but, all in all, we now hav3
safe ground under our feet.

And though I was only able to give you a summary sketch of
the state of things in Germany, I hope you will join me in the
opinion-

Wer lang slöppt and flink 1öppt,
Kümmt ook noch mit!



IS LYING EVER JUSTIFIABLE IN MEDICAL
PRACTICE?

By JoHN HCNTER, M.B., ToRoNTO.

Judged fron the ethical standpoint, only one answer can be
given-an emaphatie "No." Call a man a liar. and is he not
willing to risk serious, if not even inortal injury, in defence of
his integrity ? Yet when physicians sit downx and calnly diseuis
this question. does not the little word "but." with all its poten-
tialities. obtrude itself here, as in so nany other questions in our
professional life? "But." are there not conditions when the
frank statement of the truth, by the medical attendant, might
produce a shock that would have disastrous effeets on the
patient! "But," is the honor of the family not to be protected
from the wayward aets of one of its members! "But,"'why
hang "a sword of Danocles" over the head of the victim of
tuberculosis. or cancer. when you can send him away under the
impression that "it is a heavy cold settled on the lungs" or
"there is a little tunor which you eau have removed easily if
it grows any larger." It -wouJld be an easy task to multiply snch
questions. but the above will suffice for our purpose.

A iere academie discussion of this subject would prove
altogether unprofitable. as it woid probably end in as many
different opinions as there werc men to discuss it. Any answer
to it. to carry conviction. must rest upon facts gathered from
everyday practice. The statement that there are no cases to be
injured by a frank expression of the truth on the part of the
physician would doubtless clash with seme of our hazy convie-
tions. Let the aged physician go back over his own experience.
and is it not absolutely true that the more fhoroughly and im-
partially lie investigates the record. the greater will lie flnd theŽ
paucity of cases that the. truth would have injured in any way?
Could he not fill pages with tie records of patients wlho. instead
of being injured by tle truth. were actually benefited by it-
patients. like patriotie soldiers, wh- met their fate heroically?

Any physician who feels that lie is justified in ]ying to his
patients for a humane purpose ought to spend a few nontls at
onie of our Southern heailth resorts. Let him ask patients "far
spent' with tuberculosis w-hat they think of the reputation, wis-
dom or even common honesty of flie physicians whose early diag.
nosis w-as "a cold settled on the checst." Is it any wonder snch
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patients become the prey of the avarcious qua-ck, for they feel
that they were grossly deceived by their own family physicians?
Why it has taken us so long to learn that lying about tuber-
eulosis is simply a culpable crime, is an inscrutable mystery.
With the great immnunity aseptie surgery furnishes, practically
the saine statement may be made about "dilly-dallying" with
tumors of a suspicious character. that are in a position to be
safely renoved. What holds truc of tuberculosis and cancer
holds true in regard to every other disease. If we cannot tell
our patients the truth, it is on account of our crass ignorance,
avarice, or unwillingness to take the time and trouble necessary
to impart some knowledge of the natural history of their dis-
eases. A case in point: A healthy man when at business was
seized with quite acute pain in lower portion of aldomnen a few
hours after a pretty sumptuous breakfast. He rather suspected
-the nieal, but, having some dread of appendicitis, he consulted
a well-known physician. who told him that the trouble vas due
to indigestion in lower portion of bowel; gave a prescription
for two pills, to be taken at bedtine. followed by a dose of salts
in the morning. Fee. five dollars. The patient met his family
physician a few days after, and related his experience. All lie
wanted to know wlen ill was that the attack was not appendi-
citis. He simply sneered at the physician for "giving him some-
thing," but said "that was ome of the tricks of trade with
doctors."

This brings up the question of "always giving the patient
somethiug"-the placebo lie. The virtue of drugs properly
used is not questioned. We do not give a placebo. or "sone-
thing," for any virtue in the thing itself. We conjure up an
imaginary psychic condition of the patient and prescribe for
this. We say "Oh, they won't be satisfied unless we give them
something." How do we know? Have wec told them frankly the
truth about their case? Until we havc done so it is purely an
assumption on our part. What a moral uplift it is to the physi-
cian himself to give the patient minute instructions about the
taking of a "bread pill" ! ! ! It is as true inii iedicine as in
morals that "we reap what we sow." We have taught our
patients that the great thing in the healing of the sick is the
taking of medicine. Herein have we laid the broad foundation
on which the whole brood of patent- and quack-medicine fakers
have built. The sick say, "Well. if I send for the doctor he will
give me some miedicine for the blood, or liver, or kidneys. Why
ean't I save his fees by taking sonie of the blood, liver or kidney
medicine advertised in the papers?" A bottle of sone quack
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comipound is procured. When physicians stop lying in the way
of the placebo, etc., tel patients the actual facts, as far as they
can be properly understood, and that the cure of disease and
the preservation of health depend almost entirely upon good
habits, sunshine, pure air, wholesome food, baths, exercise, sleep>,
the whole fabrie of quack- and patent-medicine will be given a
inortal blow. The "giving something" delusion that has taught
the public to rely so implicitly on. the taking of medicine has
built up the millionaire patent-medicine vendor at the expense
of the doctor, and to the great injury of the health of the people.
Lying in medical practice, as in everything else, begets its own
Nemesis.

REMEDIAL MEASURES.

The cynie niay say, "Well, are you obliged to tell your
patient all you know?" Certainly not; the greater part of the
physician's knowledge is technical, and would be incomprehen-
sible to the patient, and, therefore, useless to him. We know
that prognosis is-in many cases at least-very favorably helped
by a correct early diagnosis. The cordial co-operation of the
patient and friends is our powerful ally in the battle against
disease. How can we expect to get this help if we use deception?
The more competent the physician is, and the more pains he
takes to make an accurate diagnosis. the less tempted le is to
resort to deception. The more ignorant and unscrupulous the
physician, the more readily he resorts to all the arts of duplicity.
We may be told that "ve will always have liars in our ranks,
the saine as every other calling lias." This, of course, is true,
for the care of the siek is entrusted to men with all the common
human frailties. of which lying is one of the most universal and
degrading. We are not discussing the common vice, but the pro-
fessional lie told for a huiane purpose. There is growing an
ever-increasing consensus of opinion that this form of lying
ouglt to be donc away with, and this suggests a problein. viz.,
as to the best means to be adopted to accomplish this nnch-to-
be-desired result. We must. first of ail. have men in medicine
wlho have a profound regard for the truth as an essential Chris-
tian virtue; for it would be as absurd to expect to find truthful-
ness among physicians who regard a lie lightly as it would be to
look for honor among unserupulous politicians. A. high standard
of literary and technical training. Al forns of falsehood and
of deception are far more abhorrent to men familiar with the
best in literature, art and science than to the ignorant and
uncultured. The cultivation of the scientific spirit. One of the
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most pernicious influences that affect medical men is the apathy,
or want of zeal, begotten by the drudgery of routine work. In-
vite a distinguished man to give an address at the Academy of
Medicine, or other medical gathering, and only a very small
percentage of practitioners will attend this scientific treat. The
mass are quite satisfied with what little knowledge they have, so
long as they can book an extra visit or two that evening. This
incessant "wear and tear" impairs the moral fibre, as truly as it
does the physical, and to the effeets of this drudgery much of the
lying and deception in medical practice can be charged. The
physician who is zealous in the search for scientifle faets spurns
falsehood and deception. Herein is a great field for the medical
journalists and for our medical leaders. Let the former, by
"line upon line, line upon line," and the latter, by "precept
upon precept, precept upon precept," seek to kindle within
the minds of readers and students an insatiable thirst for the
truth, so that w'hen physicians have formed their opinions they
eau afford to stand by them "with good-natured inflexibility, the
more so when the cry of voices is against them."

Let editors and teachers give the same admonition to readers
and pupils that Polonius gave to his son Laertes:

This above all: to thine own self be true;
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
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THE CLINICAL FORMS OF ARTERIO-SCLEROSIS.

BY PROFESSOR H. HUCHARD. M.D.,
Of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris.

Although the question of arterio-sclerosis has been under dis-
cussion for the last forty years. it is still far fron settled, as has
been shown by various recent contributions. This is because it is
one of the questions that are not based on any exact definition on
which observers can come to an agreement. If, as I suggested,
there are few contradictory data but many contradictors, this
may be ascribed to the fact that some observers regard arterio-
sclerosis merely as an anatomical lesion, and do not pay the
clinical evolution the attention it deserves.

To hold that the discase is constitutional and at the same
time that it is limited to the smraller blood-vessels. or to admit
that it invariably commences by endarteritis or miesarteritis, is
both to unduly narrow and also to unduly enlarge its scope. To
confuse it with atherona is to take the lesion for the disease.
Then, too, to inaintain that we nay hope to learn the patho-
genesis of arterio-sclerosis by experiments with agents that
heigliten arterial tension is to ignore the fact that hyper-tension
is in no wise a necessary accompaninent of arterio-sclerosis, over-
looking the fact that we meet with cases of arterio-sclerosis which
run their course with a lowered tension (intestinal arterio-
sclerosis).

To assert on the other hand that arterio-sclerosis is under the
dependence of the nervous system. in other words, a tropho-
neurosis. appears to nie to be begging the question by mixing up
the pathogenesis with the etiology.

Let us turn now to hypertension, which is so often invoked
as a cause of arterio-sclerosis. Whatever its importance may be
it is far from being the prinum movens of arterio-sclerosis in the
sense of being directly a consequence of the intoxication, and
therefore the underlying influence in determining the clinical
course of the disease. Arterial cardiopathies commence with
:ntoxication, they continue with intoxication, and they end with
intoxication. Without overlooking the manifold and grave dan-
gers associated with hypertension, I hold that it does not explain
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the whole symptomatology of arterio-selerosis in which the dis-
turbances due to the intoxication, along with the cardiopathy,
are the principal factors. When hypertension is consequent
upon intoxication, the latter is usually of alimentary origin, no
better proof whereof is necessary than the toxic dyspnea, the
predominant symptom in arterial cardiopathies, which disap-
pears so readily on imilk, or even lacto-vegetarian diet.

With reference to the cases of arterio-sclerosis whieh run
their course in hypotension, it appears to me that the disease is
consequent upon what, seven years ago, I called " portal hyper-
tension." These patients suffer froi " abdominal plethora "
with enlarged liver, are liable to recurrent pulnionary congestion
and have a readily dilatable heart. The daniaged liver no longer
fulfils its antitoxic function, so that toxic substances find their
way into the circulation and irritate the walls of the vessels.
This stasis and portal hypertension are amenable to abdominal
massage. which yields excellent results.

On the strength of Josué's experinents, sundry observers
have tried to show that arterio-sclerosis is of suprarenal origin,
but my own view is that experiments cannot possibly afford us
an explanation of the pathogenesis of arterio-sclerosis, for the
simple reason that, although we may succeed in determining an
arterial lesion, we cannot reproduce a disease with all its
sequel.w. To set up generalized arterio-sclerosis in an animal we
should have to inject various predetermined toxins along with
the hypertensor agents, indeed, I need not insist on the differ-
ences between experiniental or spontaneous atheroina and arterio-
selerosis. Atheroma reniains liiited to the large trunks and
medium-sized vessels, whereas arterio-sclerosis, a disease of in-
toxication. affects especially the viscera. This difference in the
lesions explains how it is that atheronatous patients remnain vas-
cular subjeets with a mininmum of symptois, whereas the sub-
jects of arterio-selerosis prompfly become " visceral " subjeets,
and are exposed sooier or later to the gravest toxie accidents.

Of some 15.000 cases that I have collected, I have carefully
investigated 1,980. with the following results: The mnost fre-
quent etiological factor was gout and its manifestations. gravel
lithiasts (393 cases) then rheumatisim (254 cases) ; syphilis (237
cases) ; alimentary habits (205 cases) ; and tobacco (188 cases).
There were 57 cases following infective diseases, diabetes (51
cases) ; alcoholism (31 cases) ; malaria (23 cases) ; and the meno-
pause (21 cases). Moral and nervous causes only aceounted for
19 cases.

Whatever we may think of the value of statistics,. these have
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an eloquence of their own. They show that tobacco, syphilis and
alimentary habits cannot be disearded, as certain authorities
would have us do, froi the etiology of arterio-sclerosis. The
present confusion on the subject of arterio-sclerosis is especially
due to authors not having sufficiently defined the limits of the
disease. which they seek to describe on the strength of its ana-
tomical characters rather than by its clinical characters. If we
keep to the clinical aspect we shall recognize three principal
forms of cardiac-sclerosis-eardio-renal, which is the most fre-
quent; cardio-sclerosis of myovalvular origin; and sclerosis of
the cardio-bulbar type (Stokes-Adams' disease).

With regard to its clinical course, cardio-selerosis may be
divided into four stages: a first stage characterized by height-
ened arterial tension of toxie origin (pre-sclerosis) ; a second,
cardio-arterial stage with cardiac degeneration; a third, mitro-
arterial. and a final stage, which may be wanting, characterized
by disturbances due to cardieetasis.

The dominant symptom during the pre-sclerosis stage is
hypertension, presumably of renal origin; this prepares the way
for. and causes, the vascular lesions of arterio-sclerosis. At this
stage the arterial lesions are reduced to a minimum. so that the
disease is perfeetly curable. This stage is charaeterized by
hypertension. visceral meiopragia and intoxication. the Last-
named being consequent upon reunal insufficiency, which is the
constant and early symiipton of arterial cardiopathies, even in
the absence of albuninaria. The painful symptoms comprise
angina pectoris, rheumatoid pains in the limbs. side stitch and
intereostal pain. the arterio-spasmodic origin of which is shown
by the success of the vaso-dilatation treatient inaugurated by
Weber and Jaquet.

Towards the end of the first stage eardio-sclerosis is aecom-
panied by tachycardia and arhythmia. This tachy-arhythmia
is soon accompanied by a bruit de galop, which is not easy to
distinguish in consequence of the rapidity of the heart-beat.
Then, too. there is alimentary toxi-dyspnea. which must not be
mistaken for uremia. The latter does not disappear rapidly. as
does the dysîinea of cardio-sclerous patients on a suitable diet.

This brings me to speak of the asthma and emphysema which
it used to be thought night determine asystole by dilatation of
the right heart, but personally I have never seen asystole follow
asthma or emphysema. Asystole only supervenes in asthmatie,
emphysematous subjects wvho have developed arterio-sclerosis.
The heart only becomes dilatable in consequence of pre-existing
myocardiac lesions.
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In the myovalvular form. in addition to the arterial lesions,
we get lesions of the aortic or mitral valves. - Clinically, this
form manifests itself by the same toxic or meiopragie phenomena.
The mitral lesion may lead to narrowing or insufficiency of the
auriculo-ventricular orifice, a tolerably frequent consequence. In
order to be enabled to distinguish the physical signs of mitral
stenosis, it is necessary to lower the aortie tension by rest. diet
and hypotensive medication, and to slow the heart by giving
digitalis. We then deteet doubling of the second sound, at-
tenuated and intermittent, presystolic roulement and diastolie
snoring, as in all arterial cardiopathies. The functional disturb-
ances are here of capital importance for mitral stenosis. itself
productive of dyspnea. is doubly so 'when complicated by arterio-
sclerosis.

Mitral stenosis in the subjects of arterio-sclerosis is accom-
panied by symptoms which are not met with in pure mitral
stenosis, they being consequent on the extension of the arterio-
sclerosis to various organs and tissues. I need not insist on aortic
stenosis and insuffieiency, but it must not be forgotten that it is
not the aortitis that does the harm in aortic insufficiency in the
subjects of arterio-sclerosis, but the kidney, which hy the im-
perfect discharge of its functions favors the production of toxie
disturbances. The disease is in the heart, but the danger is in
the arteries, and especially in the kidney.

Arterio-sclerosis nay be of aortic origin, as in syphilitie
arterio-sclerosis, and it may remain for some time apparently
a merely local disease, whieh. however, in the course of months
or years, is followed by the usual symptoms of arterial cardio-
pathy.

Many physicians attach great importance to the sinuosity
and hardness of the temporal artery as a sign of the existence of
arterio-sclerosis, but this state of the temporal artery is met with
in pure hypertension without any vascular lesion, or it may be
due to atheroma without concomitant arterio-sclerosis. Cerebral
hemorrhage again has been put forward as a consequence of
arterio-sclerosis, but it only occurs when the disease is compli-
cated by interstitial nephritis.

Then, too, we must distinguish between the senile heart and
the arterio-sclerous heart, for the proliferation of connective tis-
sue that takes place in the cardio-vascular system of the aged
presents many points of difference with that of arterio-sclerosis.

With regard to the therapeutical indications, I need only
remark that during the first stage, that of so-called pre-sclerosis,
we must deal with the intoxication of renal origin and the hyper-
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tension, the former by milk or lacto-vegetarian diet, and the
administration of diureties; theobromine and thyminic acid; the(
latter by massage. museular gymnasties, carbo-gaseous baths am
vaso-dilators.

In the second stage milk diet is de rigueur, or we must, at any
rate, reduce the introduction of alimentary toxins to a minimum

In the mitro-arterial stage we must enjoin milk diet and the
administration of theobromine and digitalis, diminishing the
amount of liquids. At this juncture I should like to enter a pro-
test against the abuse of certain drugs, which are only indicated
at the end of the first stage and during the second stage, such as
iodide of potassium. anti-selerous serums, and certain mineral
waters.--Medical Press and Circular.
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O 'REILLY.

Ontario Experience of Vaccination.
[From Dr. Charles Hodgetts' interesting booklet on Vacci-

nation, ve extract the following article.]
In concluding this important part of the subjeet. I would

sum up my experience of twenty years' work in Ontario, during
which time, either personally or througli the aid of assistants,
over 40.000 vaccinations have been perforined, and often in the
nost nns.nitary conditions. I have never known a fatality fol-
low vaccination; I have never seen a life in jeopardy by reason
of the inoculation of vaccine. and I have yet to see the first case
where illness of either a tcnporary or permanent. character
could be ascribed to glycerinated bovine vaccine. Further, in
those cases where any illness has followed the operation, it has
always, in my experience. been due to contributory negligence
allowing of a secondary infection. whicli could have been pre-
vented had the sufferers observed even the elenentary prin-
ciples of cleanliness. and in the inajority of cases a simple
abrasion of the skin minus the vaccination would have been
followed by precisely similar conditions.

During these years many opportunities have presented
themselves to study the question in all portions of the province
in outbreaks attended with a nortality rate rivalling any of the
serious epidemics of history. as well as in others in which the
mortality has been as low as any on revord. The immunity to
the writer has corne from a primary infantile vaccination, a re-
vaccination before the twelfth year of life. both with humanized
lymph. and from subsequent revacination-and to this fact
alone is due the immunity he possesses.

During this time over five thousand cases of sinallpox have
been exanined, and several hundred treated personally by the
w-riter. and in not a single instance hâs the disease been seen
in a person presenting a typical vaccination scar, the result of
a prinhary vaccination within seven years of the attack of
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smallpox; and no instance has presented itself where the pa-
tient had ever been revaccinated-while on the other hand, in
hundreds of families, the inmunizing effects of vaccination have
been exemplificd, in perfectly protecting those vaccinated against
smallpox.

During these ycars I have only met with one xample of a
person being apparently a natural immune. Again, I have
repeatedly seen the vaccinated father and mother nurse a family
of unvaccinated children through week-s of smallpox, without
themselves contracting the disease, even in a modified form, al-
though tha6 one vaccination had been made in the case of many
parents more than forty years before.

In the schools of the province several instances have occurred
where the pupils of a form have all been exposed for days to the
infection of smallpox, and the disease has attacked only the
unvaccinated scholars.

During the epidemic which prevailed some five years ago
in New Ontario. chiefly among the shantymen, a staff of fifteen
officials were exposed daily for more than two months to small-
pox, but in no single instance did any of these officials, all of
whom were revaccinated before engaging in the work, contract
smallpox.

In one camp which had to be quarantined owing to a case
of smallpox having oceurred therein. all the employees (forty-six
in number) but one were immediately vaccinated, the one who
refused stating he was prepared to swear he had been vaccin-
ated. and also iad suffered fron smallpox, althougli no evidence
of either vaccination or smallpox could be found. Under these
conditions he was allowed to pass unvaccinated. The forty-five
proved immune to the disease. while the one ignorant and con-
scientious (?), but unscrupulous objector developed snallpox,
and within three weeks of my visit died a horrible death, an
object-lesson to all of the saine ilk.

Dilute Renal Excretions.

Macallun and Benson undertook to solve the question as to
the filtration or secretion theory of the formation of urine by
analyzing the dilute urine produced by drinking large quantities
of w'ater. They reason that if the production of urine is due
simply to filtration. such urine having passed through the tubules
too rapidly to be modified by reabsorption should contain the
inorganic salts in the same proportion as does the blood plasma.
They found, however. that the relative valu' of potassium and
chlorin is never that which obtairs in the blo>d plasma, and is
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usually much greater than that which is obtained in the concen-
trated urine, forned immediately before the experiment began.
This increase in the value of potassium as related to chlorin is
due to a "lag" in the diminution of the secretion of the potas-
sium. as compared wit.h that of the ehlorin during the deerease
in the concentration. This lagging behind. or "hysteresis" may
be found again, thougli not always. when the urine begins to in-

K
erease in concentration. the value of -- then falling because the

potassium slowly. and the chlorin (especially of sodium chlorid)
rapidly. increases. In some cases, notably toward the end of a
series. the rate of the exeretion of the potassium, relatively to the
chlorin, may rapidly increase or rapidly decrease. The elimina-
tion of water is due not to filtration. but to the physiologie activ-
ity of the renal membranes involved in the elimination. The
removal of potassium salts and of chlorids from the blood by the
kidneys is due not to filtration, but to forces which may be ternmed
"secretory." that is. it is caused by an activity which is appar-
ently selective, or differential. but which may be explained as due
to difference in solubility of the different inorganie constituents
relatively or absolutely. or both relatively and absolutely. would
be altered by changes in the constitution of the membrane
brought about by the action on it of urusual constituents of the
plasma or of constituents of unusual proportions.-Jour. Biolog.
Chem., May.

Ice Test for Vascular Reactions.
Josué anl Paillard "3v<- been secking a test for reactions on

the part cf the vessels less fatiguing than tlie tests by severe
museular exertion or extensive application of lieat or cold. and
claim that their new ice test is a simple and reliable means for
ascertaining the functional capacity of the blood vessels. It con-
sists mercly in the application of a pice of ice to the hend of
the elbow; the patient is reclining with the ari exposed and
the pal up, and all the muscles of the arm relaxed. Every
two inuiites the pulse is counted for a quarter of a minute,
after which the arterial pressure is recorded with a mercury
sphygmomanoneter (the modified Potain apparatus). The
pulse and arterial tension are thus record3ed three times in turn
at intervals of two minutes. After an interval of another two
minutes the ice is then placed in the bend of the elbow. The
pulse and tension are recorded again the moment the ice is
applied and again after two, four and six minutes. Alter two
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more minutes the ice is removed. the skin wiped and the pulse
and tension are recorded again after two, four and six minutes.
The ice must not exert pressure on the arn which would inter-
fere with circulation, but nust be held. Among 100 persons to
w-hon this test was applied. it was easy to distinguish the arterio-
scleroties and the tuberculous, as in them the reaction always
differed so Ieeidedly from normal. ~With normal conditions in
the arterial systein. the arterial pressure adapts itself to the
influence of the ice. and there is no modification in the pressure.
but the pulse varies, or the pressure may vary and also the
pulse. but always according to Marey's law; namely. that the
pulse grows slow as the pressure increases and faster as the
pressure diminishes. In case of funetional incapaeity on the
part of the vessels the pulse does not vary, but th1- pressure
fluctuates. or both fluctuate contrary to the Marey law. This
abnormal reaction occurs frequently in arterioselerosis. especially
with involvenient of the aorta. The same abnormal reaction ce-
curs also in tuberculosis. but with the difference that the pressure
deelines progressively during and after the application of the
ice. while in arteriosclerosis the pulse remains stable. while the
pressure drops. but the latter rises again as the ice is removed.
Among the practical points learned hy this test is that arteri-
selerotie patients presenting normal curves with the ice test have
a more favorable prognosis. The test also throws light on the
niechanism and action of digitalis in heart disease amenable to
digitalis. The ice test further refutes the common assumption
that the arterial pressure keeps at a constant level in the indi-
vidual: on the contrary it is liable to vary within wide limits
even from mere emotions. This shows the necessity for caution
in ascribing to the effects of treatnent any reduction in the
pressure observed afterward. Twenty-flve typical eurves are
given to show the reaction in various conditions. One curve
shows renarkable fluctuations in the pulse. while the pressure
was practically stable: this subjeet was a hcalthy girl of 183. very
emotiona--Arch. des Mal. du. Coeur.
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THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN.

The series of important meetings ield recently in Toronto
was marked by an earnest and tiorougli discussion of many prob-
lems of preventive medicine and public health. The water supply,
the milk supply, the training of nurses, infant mortality, factory
legislation, housing. and pure food were among the subjects upon
whieh the delegates spent most time and in whieh they
showed most interest. Indeed. so mnuch was this the case that
the inedical ladies among the delegates. many of whom naturally
wished to see the Toronto hospitals and to enquire about medical
matters in that city. found it difficult to do so. because the chair-
men of their sections were unwilling to give them leave of
absence. "You are our experts." said the ladies thus clothed
with authority, "and we niust have your advice on these matters.
We cannot do without you." H-owever. it was arranged so that
brief visits were paid to the General lospital and the Children's,
and also, by the kzindness of Mr. John Ross Robertson. to the
unique and beautiful "Lakeside." hvlere afternoon tea and a
cordial welcome awaited the delegates every day for a week.

The medical delegates not only added greatly to the dignity
and success of the meetings; they also preserved the Congress
from pitfalls on more than one occasion so skilfully that even
our respected contemporaries, the daily press of Toronto, never
k-new that something nearly happened. Stealing an opportunity,
one of the speakers none too wisely threw down the gauntlet and,
dropping her disguise, appeared as an anti-vivisectionist. The
chairman sent for assistance. and, acting under medical advice.
applied the closure so swiftly that no hari came of it. At an-
other meeting another still more difficult subject arose. in which
the lay point of view and the medical point of view are apt to be
mutually exclusive. The chairman, who happened this time to
be a inedical lady, decided that "this important mnatter should
be referred to the executive," and the danger of an unwise
debate passed. (It is a pity this does not happen oftener.)
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Never before, probably. have the medical women of Toronto
spent a happier fortnight. Charming professional sisters from

Berlin, from Stockholn. fromHl, from Brighton, from New
York and elsewhere. bore well their part, not only in the business
but in the social events of the Congress. The able paper from the

pen of Dr. Tiburtius, which we print elsewhere. is worthy to be
regarded as an example of the papers on mnedical subjects, and
at the sanie tine shows the high standing and the real progress
and service which the medical women of the world are attaining.

THE CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCATION.

The 42nd Annual Meeting of the Canadian Medical Associa-
tion will be held in Winnipeg. August 23. 24 and 25, under the
presidency of Dr. R. J. Blanchard.

Menbers are directed to purchîase first-class tickets to Winni-
peg for themselves and their families, paying single fare (plus
25 cents for a standard convention certificate).

These certificates should be placed in the hands of Dr. C. IL
Vroonan, Winnipeg, at the transportation office. When signed
by him they will entitle the holders to reduced transportation
on return journey. East of Port Arthur, if fifty are present
with certificates. return will be free.

Single fare to Winnipeg from towns in Ontario between
Windsor and Toronto, inclusive. is $26.05; from Ottawa, $32.60;
fron Kingston. $30.95; fromn Peterboro. $27.95; from Montreal,

.$36.00; fromu Quebec. $40. On Upper Lakes $4.25 additional
each way.

Tickets going and returning via Chicago.-Arrangements
have been muade for tickets routed via Chicago and Northwestern
Railway for ten days' stop-over at Rochester, Minn., on payment
of $1.75 extra fare St. Paul to Rochester.

The annual fe for membersbip is $5.00 this year, which
should be paid to the Treasurer, Dr. H. B. SmaIl, of Ottawa.
Those who wish to becomne members shounld apply to the General
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Seeretary. Dr. George Elliott, 203 Beverley Street. Toronto, or
in the office at the meeting.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Medical Association will
be held on the afternoon of Wednesday, August 25th. when the
President. Dr. R. W. Powell, of Ottawa, will submit his report.

From the provisional programme which has been issued we
learn that many papers have been promised. In addition to the
general sessions there will be sections for medicine. surgery, ob-
stetries and gynecology. ophthalimology and oto-laryngology. and
pathology.

The reading of all papers will be limited to fifteen minutes
each; discussions, five minutes. Abstracts of papers should be
in by August lst. Address sanie to Dr. Harvey Snith. Ca.ada
Life Building, Winnipeg.

THE NEW HOSPITAL AND UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO.

We are told by the lay press of Toronto that a certain agree-
ment has been arrived at between the Governors of the Univer-
sity of Toronto and the General Hospital Board. The University
vill secure the southwest portion of the new hospital site for

Medical Buildings, and make an annial payment of something
like $15.000 to the hospital for forty years.

In return. the chief Professors of M\Iedicine and Surgery are
to be entitled to be heads, each of one service in the hospital. and
also the heads of the special departnients in the hospital are to
be filled by the chief professors in corresponding departments
in the University. Other appointiments in the hospital are to be
made on the recomnendation of a joint eoinmittee. eonsisting of
four mniembers of the Board of Governors and four members
of the Hospital Board.

In substance. therefore, the proposed change is that the Uni-
versity becomes entitled as a right to have her chief professors
appointed as heads of the several special departmiîents, and her
chief professors in medicine and surgery as beads of two of thte
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six services in the hospital. The University is entitled by statute
and agreement to avail herself of the elinical facilities of the
hospital for teaching purposes.

It is expected that the new hospital, according to present
plans, will cost approximately $2,200,000. The amount of cash
and subscriptions to date is about $1,200,000. As to the balance.
it is expected that the old hospital property will bring about
$300,000, and the agreement between the University and Hospi-
tal can be used as collateral security for at least $300,000 more.

Our stateients as to this agreement are founded on an article
which appeared in the Toronto Nets, July 2nd.

THE OLD HOSPITAL PROPERTY.

Many suggestions have been made respecting the use to be
nade of the present General Hospital property after the new
hospital is erected on College Street.

Soie think it is likely to be used as a Roman Catholic insti-
tution by the removal there of the present louse of Providence.
Others think it will be formed into a hospital for special treat-
ment of nervous diseases, etc.

A number of physicians and surgeons. especially iii the
eastern part of Toronto, think it should be retained as a General
Hospital to supply the needs of the eastern part of the city.
which is growing vcry rapidly. . Those who favor this scheie
say that the new hosp'tal will not accommodate more than 450
patients, whicli is only fifty more than the present buildings
can acconunodate. They say the Western lospital is overtaxed.
Grace is filled and St. Michael's has no more room. Therefore. a
hospital for the east cnd will be absolutely necessary within a
comparatively short time. Considering the rapid growth of the
eity, which appears likely to continue for some years to come, we
believe that those who think the city will soon require more
hospital accommodation are correct.
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INTER-PROVINCIAL RECIPROCITY.

WTe clip the following letter from the Western Canada Mcdi-
cal Journal:

To the Editor of the TVestern Canada icdical Journal:
Dear Sir.-Thirty years ago, more or less, I attended a meet-

ing of the Dominion Medical Association, where I heard the
subject of Dominion Registration discussed and finally referred
to a committee with instructions to report the following year:

Eleven years passed before I had the privilege of again
attending a meeting of the same Association, when the subject
vas again diseussed and again refer.red to a committee.

I have good reason to believe, during these eleven years and
for about eleven years after my second meeting, Dominion
Registration vas a. hardy annual, coming up at every meeting,
having a year's rest in committee and bobbing up at the next
with unfailing regularity.

Then came Dr. Roddick with his bill and we all hoped. It
was a good bill. Dr. Roddick put into it, and the effort to make
it effectivle, years of arduous work, and intellect of a high order,
and energy and influence which would alnost have served to
ensure success. but at the last it vas balked by the jealousies
and rivalries of the educational institutions of Ontario and Que-
bec. And so we settled down to the status quo, hoping for some-
thing to turn up, but pretty well despairing of realizing the
ideal.

The last couple of years. we in the West have thought it
possible that we miglit have a partial sort of Dominion Registra-
tion (a misnomer of course) by an arrangement of the four
Western Provinces to have a common examination and a com-
mon registration-that is, one examination for the four prov-
inces, the passing of which would entitle one to be registered in
any of them on payment of the prescribed fee.

It would seem that there could be no valid objection to such
a scheme, but during my tenure of office as president of the
Alberta Medical Council, when tentative propositions were made
in this direction, one province agreed to the principle only if
registration were made retroactive, and another turned it down
altogether.

Perhaps because I am by nature optimistic I still believe that
there is a strong sentiment through the mass of the profession
that the present situation savors more of the petty jealousies of
little parish couincils than of the standing and dignity of a
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Iearned profession. and that there should be found some way
of at least bettering the condition of affairs which is a continu-
ous reproach to us as a body of intelligent and edueated men.

I venture. therefore, to inake a euggestion:

I believe that one of the ditficulties-perhaps the main one-
has been that we have wanted to legislate for ourselves. We have
wanted reciprocity, or a common registration, because we might
want to practise in another province by ourselves. Suppose that
we sink the idea of self altogether, and try and make it better
for those who come after us. Let our status remain as it is.'or
if we want to practise in another provinee. pass the prescribed
examination-if we can.

But from now on, is there any earthly reason w'hy there
shonld not be one examination for the four Western provinces,
held simultaneously, say at Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary or Ed-
monton and Victoria, the passing of which would enable a man
to practise in Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia on payment of the registration fee?* Such an examina-
tion conducted by the best inen in the four provinces would
command respect. It would , ensure British recognition. It
would remove a standing reproach, and-who knows?-it might
alnost bring about Dominion Registration.

You have always taken a keen interest in matters sueh as
this, and the Journal reaches probably more of the mien living
in the four provinces than any other. May I hope., then, that
yon will give my proposal your serious consideration. and if it
secms good and feasible to you, present it to your readers with
more debate and argument than can be compressed in the scope
of a letter.

I have still another suggestion. The Dominion Medical Asso-
ciation ineets in Winnipeg next summer, and it would seem to
be au opportune time for a meeting of. say two representatives
fron each of the four Medical Councils to discuss the matter,
and if possible arrive at some basis of agreement. There are
now six months to work in, and it ought to be possible in that
time to find out whether the plan proposed finds favor in the
eyes of the profession in the West.

Yours truly,
Macleod, Alta. G. A. KENNEDY, M.D.

The above letter speaks for itself. We are heartily in accord
with its spirit. However, the Medical Council of British Co-
lumbia are really not anxious for reciprocity; at least they were
not a short time ago, as they rejected a proposal from the On-



tario Medical Council to jointly consider a means of arriving at
reciprocity. During July a comniittee met, at Vancouver, B.C.,
composed of representatives of the Medical Conneils of Manitoba.
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, to discuss reci-

procity between these Provinces. The Ontario Medical Council,
at its session in July. at the request of the Medical Council of

Manitoba, appointed a committee composed of Doctor Spankie,
of Wolfe Island, and Dr. Ryan, of Kingston, to meet a coin-
mittee of the Medical Council of Manitoba in Winnipeg during
the meeting of the Canadian Medical Association. We sineerely
hope that some means may be devised to secure the mnuch-desired
reciprocity.

NOTES.
The International Congress of Nurses was held in London,

Eng.. July 20th to 23rd.

The sixty-seventh Annual Meeting of the British Medical
Association was held in Belfast, July 27th to 30th.

The minembers of the International Council of Nurses visited
Windsor, July 24th. and by the gracious permission of His
Majesty King Edward, Miss Snively, President of the Canadian
National Association of Trained Nurses. placed a wreath on
Queen Victoria's tomb at Frogmore.

The authorities of McGill University received on Dominion
Day a cablegram from Lord Strathcona, announcing a donation
from him of $500,000 towards the funds of the University. Of
this amount, $450,000 is to be used for completing the new
Medical Building, and the remaining $50,000 towards the aug-
mentation of the salaries of professors. Lord Strathcona's total
benefactions to McGill University amount to over one million
dollars.

The annual meeting of the Niagara District Medical Associ-
ation was held in Welland, July 1st. Dr. Llewellyn F. Barker, of
Johns Hopkins, delivered an interesting address on "New .Meth-
ods of Diagnosis in Diseases of the Heart."

The following officers were elected: President, Dr. Frank
W. E. Wilson, of Niagara Falls; Vice-President, Dr. J. Sheahan,
of St. Catharines; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. N. Walker, of
Niagara Falls.
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University of Toronto, Medical Examinations, Fourth Year.
The following are the results of the fourth year examinations

in medicine for the University of Toronto-
Final exanination-Degree -with honors-1, W. J. M. Marcy;

F. J. O'Connor; 3, R.. McTavish.
Medals-Gold, C. B. Parker ;.silver, 1, W. H. Tytler; 2, W. J.

M. Marcy; 3, A. G. Brown.
Graduates in arts, in natural sciences or in the biological and

physical sciences-H. W. Baker, I. R. Bell, H9. R. Holme, W. L.
C. MacBeth, A. B. Macallum, C. B. Parker, R. S. Pentecost,
E. A. Rae, L. B. Robertson, L. J. Solway, C. R. Totton, W. H.
Tytier, N. J. L. Yellowlees.

Group 1.-Medicine, clinical medicine, pathology and thera-
petis-1. C. B. Parker; 2, W. H. Tytler; 3, F. J. O'Connor;
4. W. J. M. Marcy; 5, C. A. Harvie.

Group II.-Surgery, clinical surgery, surgical anatomy and
pathology-1, C. B. Parker; 2. J. A. Johnston; 3, R. MeTavish;
4, W. J. M. Marey, W. H. TytIer; 6, C. A. Harvie.

Group III.-Obstetrics, pediatries, gynecology and pathology
-1, W. J. M. Marcy; 2, C. B. Parker; 3, W. H. Tytler; 4, C. A.
Harvie; 5, R. H. Thomas; 6, F. J. O'Connor; 7, R. V. B. Shier;
8. L. A. Douglas; E. A. W. Morgan; 10, G. N. L. Earle; R. D.
Lane; 12, J. H. MclIntosh; 13, H. R.. Holme; 14, I. R. Bell, J. A.
Johnston; 16, J. R. Christian; 17, R. McTavish.

Group IV.--Medical jurisprudence, toxicology, hygiene and
psychiatry-1. A. G. Brown; 2. R. D. Lane; 3, R. H. Thomas; 4,
C. B. Parker; 5, W. F. M. Adans, W. H. Tytler; 7, J. L. Gra-
ham; 8, J. R. Christian, G. J. Whetham; 10, W. W. Terman,
W. S. Verrall; 12, A. E. Sutton; 13, H. M. Clarke; 14, L. B.
Robertson; 15, R. McTavish.

Fourth year-Pass-G. W. Anderson, C. F. Atkinson. G. O.
Barclay, G. Belfie, J. S. Boyd, R. W. Breule, R. J. R. Bright,
N. E. Culbertson, J. D. Cunningham, D. V. Currey, R. E. Davis,
W. Davis, T. A. J. Duf, E. J. Eacrett, W. M. Ecclestone, H. H.
Eady, S. Ellis, H. G. Emerson, H. B. Ewens, E. S. Fish, V. S.
Francis, J. C. Gandier, J. R. Gibson, G. A. Glionna, C. W.
Grahan, G. C. Gunn, M. J. Haffey, B. Hannah, E. C. Harris,
E. K. Henderson, B. H-1. Hopkins, W. Jamieson, D. B. Jamieson,
W. G. Leggatt, R. W. Lynn, R. O. Miller, H. H. Moshier, K. M.
Murray, C. J. McBride, D. McCaffery, W. L. McCullough, R. J.
McEwen, S. F. McEwen, J. A. McInnis, W. T. McLean, J. D.
McPhee, A. E. Naylor, S. W. I. Nelson, G. B. New, H. M.
Nicholson, K. J. O'Neill, T. S. Orr, T. W. Peart, W. C. Pedlar,
W. G. Penney, G. B. Philip, J. W. Pileher, Miss B. T. Pullan,
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J. N. Richards, L. A. Richmond, W. L. Ritchie, F. N. Robertson,
W. H. Robertson, N. W. Rogers, J. A. Simpson, W. D. Slater,
Miss J. Smillie, F. C. D. Smith, J. G. R. Stone, H. A. Taylor,
N. Telford, N. L. Terwillegar, W. M. Thomas, J. T. Thomas,
H. L. Turnbull, V. L. Turrill, G. H. Wallace, E. R. Wells, L. B.
Williams, J. S. Wray. D. A. Campbell is granted oegrotat stand-
ing of the fourth year.

A number of students are required to pass supplemental
exaninations in the subjects inentioned against their naines in
a list given below.

SUCcESS IN SUPPLEMENTALS.

The following students have completed supplemental exami-
nations in the following subjects: Medicine-J. J. Field. Clinical
medicine-J. E. Haight, G. W. Ross. Surgery-J. A. Campbell,
J. J. Field, R. E. Humphries, R. R. Walker. Clinical surgery-
R. L. Hurst. Pathology-R. E. Humphries. Gynecology-J. J.
Field. C. F. W. Ross, A. A. Thompson, R. R. Walker. Ophthal-
mology. otology, laryngology and rhinology-A. A. Thompson.

MUST PASS SUPPLEMENTALS.

The following graduating students are required to pass sup-
plemental examinations before completing the fourth year in the
subjects naned: Medicine-D. V. Currey, W. M. Eclestone, S.
Ellis, H. B. Ewens, J. R. Gibson, C. W. Graham, G. C. Gunn,
D. B. Jamieson, Miss M. Morden, K. M. Murray, W. L. MeCul-
lough, W. T. McLean, S. W. H. Nelson, Bit. M. Nicholson, G. R.
Philp, J. N. Richards, W. L. Ritchie, N. W. Rogers, Miss J.
Smillie, J. G. R. Stone, N. Telford, J. T. Thomas, G. H. Wal-
lace, E. R. Wells, L. B. Williams.

Clinical medicine-G. W. Anderson. W. M. Eelestone, S.
Ellis, H. B. Ewens, G. A. J. Glionna. C. W. Graham. B. Hannah,
W. Jamieson, K. M. Murray, W. L. McCullough, W. T. McLean,
I. D. McPhee, S. W. H. Nelson. H. M. Nicholson, W. G. Penney,
W. H. Robertson. N. W. Rogers, W. D. Slater, Miss J. Smillie,
J. G. R. Stone, N. Telford, J. T. Thomas. E. R.. Wells, L. B.
Williams.

Surgery-G. C. Gun, R. O. Miller. W. T. McLean, J. D.
McPhee, S. W' H. Nelson, H. M. Nicholson, E. R. Wells.

Pathology-R. B. Ewens, G. C. Gunn. D. B. Jainieson, J. N.
Richards, W. L. Ritchie, N. W. Rogers, H. A. Taylor.

Hygiene-N. Telford.
Pediatrics-G. A. J. Glionna, B. Hannah, R. O. Miller.
Ophthalmology, otology, laryngology and rhinology-S. Ellis;
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J. R. Gibson, G. A. J. Glionna, C. W. Graham, G. C. Gunn, W. L.
McCullough, H. M. Nicholson, W. G. Penney, W. D. Slater,
J. G. R. Stone, H. A. Taylor. J. T. Thomas, G. H. Wallace,
E. R. Wells.

Clinical surgery-J. R. Gibson. W. Jamieson.
Obstetrics-H. H. Moshier, H. M. Nicholson, G. R. Philp,

"W. L. Ritchie.

Ontario Medical Council.
The following candidates passed the recent examinations of

the Ontario Medical Council:

PRIMARY.

Charles C. Alexander. Ivan E. Annett. Albert H. Baker,
Harold R. Barker, Newton J. -Barton. Cecil C. Birchard. Richard
Blanchard, William O. Bonser, Frederick Boyd, Franklin C.
Bracken, John C. Bradley, Lawrence F. Brogden, Frederick T.
Bryans, Fred. S. Burke, Harry W. Benson, John A. Campbell,
William C. Campbell, William R. Cann, Duncan Carmichael,
Geo. W. D. Carleton, John P. S. Cathcart, William E. Caven,
Stanley G. Chown, Neil A. Christie, John R. Christian, William
A. Claxton. Llewellyn H. Coates, Morley G. Cody, William M.
Cody, Hugh M. Cooke, Leo J. Corrigan, William E. Cruick-
shank, Stella A. Cunningham,- Robert D. Defries, David L. Dick,
Roy D. Douglas, Archibald S. Duncan, Charles F. Dumfield,
Allan S. Eagles, Harry G. Emmerson, Edgar V. Emery, Donald
T. Evans, Ronald M. Fergusson, David J. N. Ferrier, Susie L.
Fotheringham, Carlos L. Fuller, Harry G. Furlong, Thomas M.
Galbraith, John A. Gjardiner, Nelles T. George, William 0. Glid-
don, Ho-:ard Gordon, Raymond Gorssline, Lawrence O. Griffin,
Richard E. Guyatt, Louis G. Hagmeier, Walter R. W. Haight,
-John F. Hagmeier, Gordon M. Hanna. Alfred P. Hart. Horaee H.
Harvie. Clarence W. Henders. George' L. Hodgins. Philip H.
Huyck. Gordon Hyland, Cecil G. Imnrie, Lloyd A. Jones. Dennis
Jordan, James V. Jordan, Ephriam E. Kells. Charles B. Kelly,
James K. Langford. 'William James Leach, Arthur V. Leonard,
Maurice Levy, Oliver R.. Mabee, Archie Macdonald, Ewen A.
Mackenzie, Lloyd P. MaeHaffle. William J. Mackenzie. William
Mainprize, William Geo. Martin, John LeRoy Mavety, Elmer
W. Mitchell, Herbert B. Moffatt, James K. Mossman, Giles B.
Murphy, Chas. J. McCabe, Albert M. McCormick, John F. Mc-
Cracken, Gordon L. McFarlane, Edwin Henry McGavin, Thos.
C. McLaren, Archie McMurchy, John Albert McPherson, Robert
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Dick Orok, Bryson C. Patterson. Henry Hl. Pirie. Albert Gower
Poole, George Wesley Pringle, Byron C. Reynolds, Ernest A.
Richardson. Deardon Rigg. James Prederick Rigg, Iarold L.
Rountree, Frank Ramsay Scott. Norman S. Shenstone, Ross
Lester Shields. Charles W. Sinclair. Wilfred Davy Smith. Will-
iam Wallace Smith, Robt. Scott Smith, Leon Judah Solway,
Frank E. Spencer, Elizabeth L. Stewart. Robert Roy Stirrett,
James 1). Struthers, Dennis Sweeney, Paul Joseph S weeney,
Thomas Snyder, James Thiomson. Frank L. Thompson. Sydney
E. Thompson. Wilfred Thurteil. William R. Tutt, George Na-
pier Thomas, Merritt C. Vaughan. Ambert H. Veiteh, Carl W.
Waldron, Marchant B. Whyte, Warren E. Wilkens, William M.
Wilkinson. John P. Wilson, Harold C. Workrman, Herbert M.
Yelland. Norman J. L. Yellowlees. Clir-nee R. Young. Ernest
W. Zumstein.

INTER-MEDIATE.

The following candidates have passed the intermediate ex-
amination of the Ontario Medical Council: William. Francis
Adams. Charles F. Atkinson. Gerald Belfrie. Julian S. Boyd,
James G. Bricker, James B. Brown. Duncan Carswell. Duncan
Carmichael. James Roy Childs. John R. Christian, Hugh M.
Cooke, John Donald Cunningham. Leon Alex. Douglas. George
N. L. Earl, Harry G. Emmerson, Arthur W. M. Ellis. Stuart M.
Fisher, Joseph C. Gandier, James Lorne Graham. John P. Har-
rison, Charles A. Harvie. Mattliew J. Haffey. Charles Gordon
Heyd, Herbert R.. Holme, Bruce Holmes Hopkins. Joseph Ravul
Hutubise. Reuben L. Hurst, Edwin F. Jeffries. John A. G. Jolm-
ston. Arthur Clifford Johnston, Richard Donald Lane. Robert
Wesley Lynn, Oliver R. Mabee, Archie Macdonald. William J.
M. Marey, John H. MacIntosh, Chester N. Mooncy, Edward A.
W. Morgan, Heber H. Moshier, Giles B. Murphy, James J. F.
McCann, William A. MeClelland, Robert J. McEwen. Alex.
Dunbar McKelvey, Albert M. McCormick, Thomas C. MeLaren,
Andrew MeMillan, Robert MeTavish, William Melhmoyle. Arehi-
bald E. Naylor, Gordon B. New, Fred. L. Neeley, Fred. J.
O'Connor, Robert Dick Orok, Charles B. Parker, Paul Poisson,
Osman A. Pogne, James Stafford Quinn, Edgar Rae, Lawrence
B. Robertson, George Westlake Rogers, Qharles W. Sawers, Nor-
man S. Shenstone, Robert V. B. Shier. Leon Judah Solway,
Charles G. Sutherland, Norman L. Terwillegar, Roy Hindley
Thomas. William E. Tindale, William H. Tytler, William Gor-
don Wallace, Rene E. A. Weston, Edward C. Wilford, Francis
D. Wilson, Norman J. L. Yellowlees.
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FINAL.

The following candidates passed the final exanination of
the Ontario Medical Council: Byron E. Biggs, Herbert McG.
3owen, Henry K. Bates, James G. Brieker, James B. Brown,
1)uncan Carmichael, Hugh2 M. Cooke, David Wesley Clarke,
Duncan V. Carswell. Samuel- V. Carmichael, Alex. Douglas
Campbell, Andrew L. Campbell, Oliver S. (raise, W. Eliiore
Cameron, Harry Lloyd Eminett, William R. Fader, Francis J.
Folinsbee, Jordan M. Fowler, William F. Fielding, Joseph C.
Gandier. John P. Larrison, Charles Gordon Heyd, Herbert R.
Hoime. Joseph Ravul Hutubise, Reuben L. Hurst, James Gra-
ham larkness. Laura S. Hlamilton, Clarence Edgar Hill, Ber-
trand B. Horton. William Arthur Harvie, Vietor S. Kaufman,
Joseph M. Kelly. Weston Krupp, John Elwood Keyes. Murray
A. McDonald, Oliver R. Mabee, Archie Macdonald. Giles B.
Murphy, Charles R. Mackenzie, Allan James MacKinnon, Fuller
S. Maepherson, William Mabee, Adam Hume Millar, Albert M.
McCormiek, Alex Dunbar McKelvey, Thos. C. MeLaren. William
A. McClelland. Andrew R. MeMillan, James A. McGibbon, Leo
George McCabe, William Geo. McCulloch, Fred. L. Neely, Robert
Dick Orok. Charles B. Parker, George H. Patterson. Osman A.
Pogue. Wallace Pratt, Edgar Rae, Lawrence B. Robertson,
George W. Rogers, William Alex. Robertson, Allan Ross, Leon
Judah Solway. Charles W. Sawers, Norman S. Shenstone. Chas.
G. Sutherland. John Masson Smith, William E. Tindale, William
I. Tytler, Clarence P. Thompson, William Gordon Wallace,

Rene E. A. Weston, Edward C. Vilford, Francis Douglas Wil-
son. Garnet W. Williams, James Henry Wood, Norman L. Yel-
lowlees.
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Personals.
Dr. T. Shaw Webster. of Toronto, sailed for Europe,

July 14th.
Dr. Brefney O'Reilly of Toronto sailed froin Quebec for Ire-

land July 24th.
Professor A. Prinirose. of Toronto. sailed from New York

for Liverpool, July 15th.
Dr. Fred. Grasett returned to Toronto. June 21st. after a

three months' visit to Great Britain.
Professor I. H. Cameron, of Toronto. sailed on the Canada

from Montreal for Liverpool, July 17th.
Dr. Herbert Bruce left Toronto for England July 12th. He

expects also to go to Vienna and Budapest.
Prof. John Chiene has tendered his resignation as Professor

of Surgery in the University of Edinburgh.
Dr. Samnuel Jolnston. of Toronto. left on a short holiday in

Quebec. July 17th. and returned July 26th.
Doctors A. W. Mayburry and E. Herbert Adams left Qubee

for Liverpool on the "Laurentie." June 29th.
Hon. Dr. Reaume went to England in June. After visiting

London and Paris he left for a tour through Italy.
Dr. W. B. Thistle, of Toronto. left for the Pacifie Coast, July

1st, and will spend the greater part of the month in Seattle.
Dr. A. H. Garratt returned to Toronto. June 17th. afler a

trip to Bermuda with Mr. H. C. McLeod on the yacht
"Amabrita..e

Dr. R. M. Coulter, Deputy-Postnaster-General, returned to
Ottawa. June 26th. after a six months' trip to Australia and
New Zealard.

Professor J. T. Fotheringhani. of Toronto. left on a trip to
the Pacifie Coast. July 14th. On his return lie vill take in the
Winipeg meeting.

Dr. John McCollum returned to Toronto. June 17th, after
spending threc years in post-graduate work in London, En-
land. and the continent.

D- Oswald Dinniek sailed on the "Megantie" for Liverpool,
July 3rd. He expects to reimain in London during the suiner
and return to Toronto in October.

Dr. H. J. Hamilton, of Torouto. sailed on the " Canada "
from Montreal for Liverpoc. -Tuly 17th. After spending some
time in England, he will ' ::o Vienua and Budapczt.



OBITUARY.

Dr. R.. A. Reeve, of Toronto. sailed from New York for
Liverpool, July lst. After spending some time in London, h.-
will go to the continent and attend the Budapest Congress.

Dr. W. HT. B. Aikins and Dr. G. Sterling Ryerson sailed
from New York for Hamburg, July 15th. After spending some
time in Wiesbaden they will go to Berlin. Vienna and Budapest.

Sir Felix Semon. physician-cxtraordinary« to c the King, is
about to retire fron practice. He was entertained at a banquet
given by his professional friends at the Hotel Metropole on
July 2nd.

Dr. Jas. F. W. Ross. of Toronto, left for a motor trip through
the Northwest Territories. July 11th. He will take in the Winni-
peg meeting on his return. He has as one of his guests Dr.
Fisher, of New York.

The British Columbia Medical Couneil struck the name of
Dr. William 11. Willson off the register because (it was alleged)
"he had. while in a state which rendered him unfit to attend
any patients, attended a case of confinement. in whieh the
patient died."

Obituary.

P. E. JONES, M.D.

Dr. Jones, ex-Indian Agent of the Mississangas. died at
Hagersville. June 29th. Dr. Jones graduated from Queen's
University in 1866. It was chiefßy through his efforts that the
clains of the Chippewa Indians against the Dominion were
adnitted.

WILLIAM GREIG RATCLIFFE, M.B.

Dr. W. G. Ratcliffe, of St. Catharines. died of typhoid fever
July 12th, aged 31. He iraduated n niedicine fron the Univer-
sity of Toronto in 1899, and pra.tised in St. Catharines fromx
1902 up to the time of his last illness. He w'as surgeon to the
Niagara, St. Catharines and Toronto Railway, ad w-as a ineniber
of the staff of the General Hospital.
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Book Reviews.

OXFORD MEDICAL PUnLICATIONS. COMMON DISORDERS AND Dis-
EASES OF CHILDIIOOD. By George F. Still. M.A.. M.D. (Can-
tab.). F.R.C.P. (Lond.). Professor of Discases of Children,
King's College. London; Physician for Diseases of Children,
King's College Hospital; Physician to Out-patients. Hospital
for Sick Children. Great Ormond Street; Honorary Member
of the American Pediatrie Society. London. Hlenry Frowde,
Oxford University Press; Holodder & Stoughton. Warwick
Square. E.C. Toronto: D. T. McAinsl & Co.

No book has appeared this year that excels this new work of
Still's. Written in a ieid and readable style. theý author has
given his own opinions and observations. which iakes the book
very valuable. in striking contrast to the volumes which appear
on this side of the Atlantic, compiled chiefly by nieans of the
scissors and mucilage pot. Every subjeet considered is treated
in a thoroughly scientific nanner by a man who is a teacher. and
who has the faculty of making things clear.

HYDROTHERAPY. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PRAcTICAL VAIrE OF
WATER IN DISEASE FOR STUDENTS AND PRAOTICIANS OF MEDI-
ciiE. By William H. Dieffenbach. M.D.. United States Dele-
gate and Vice-President of the First International Medical
Congress on Radiology and Ionization at Liege. Belgium;
former Professor of Bacteriology. New York Medical College
and Hospital for Women; Professor of Hydrotherapy. New
York Homeopathie Medical College and Flower Hospital;
Physical Therapeutist to Volunteer St. Gregory's Hospital;
.Electro-Therapeutist to Flowe and Hahnemann Hospitais;
Member of the National Society of Physical Therapeuties,
American Electro-Therapeutie Soeiety, New York Physico-
TherapeutIe Society, American Roentgen Ray Society. Ameri-
can Insiitute of Homeopathy, Academy of Pathological
Science. etc., etc. New York: Rebmxan Company, 1123 Broad-
way.

Few students, when they leave college, have any adequate
knowledge of hydrotherapy, and as a result this valuable side of
our armamentarium is sadly neglected. It is to assist the prae-
titioner who is aware of his defective education that this beoi is

.written. 'We can strongly recommend it.



BOOK REVIEWS.

PROGRESSIVE MEDICINE. A Quarterly Digest of Advances, DIs-
coveries and Improvements in the Medical and Surgical
Sciences. Edited by Hobart Amory Hare, M.D., Professor of
Therapeuties and Materia Medica in the Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia; assisted by H. R. M. Landis, M.D.,
Assistant Physician to the Out-patient Medical Department
of the Jefferson Medical College Hospital. June 1, 1909.
Philadelphia and New York: Lea & Febiger. $6 per annum.
The contents of Volume Il. are: Hernia, by Dr. Coley; Sur-

gery of the Abdomen, exclusive of hernia, by Dr. E. M. Foote;
Gynecology, by Dr. Jno. P. Clark; Diseases of the Blood, Dia-
thetie and Metabolie Diseases. Diseases of the Spleen, Thyroid
Gland and Lymphatie System, by Dr. A. Stengel; Ophthal-
mology, by Dr. E. Jackson. These will-al be found to be up to
the high standard set by Progressive Medicine many years ago,
and make a most coniplete summary of the progress of the last
twenve months. As we have often said. this is the work for the
busy man.

MYOMATA OF TUE UTERUS. B-,y Howard A. Kelly. Professor of
Gynecology in the Johns Hopkins University; Gynecologist-
in-Chief to the Johns Hopkins Hospital. and Thonias S.
Cullen. Assistant Professor of Gynecology in the Johns Hop-
kins University, and Associate Gynecologist to the Johns
Hlopkins Hospital. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saun-
ders & Co.

This fine volume, dedicated to the late Dr. Sweetinan. of
Toronto. "a man of rare surgical judgient. and a true friend,''
will, it goes without saying. receive a most cordial weleome from
the profession. Nothing at all has been spared. either work,
thought. tiie. naterial or money. by the authors and the pub-
lishers. to make it as nearly ideal as a book eau be made.

This applies also to the work of the illustrators. Mr. Horn and
Mr. Becker. which is so good that any adequate description of
it wouid seem too laudatory. The illustrations are magnificent.

For twenty years the authors have been collecting inaterial
at the John Hopkins and elsewhere for this great work. Their
own cases and their own experience. first and last, form the
basis of the volume-1.674 cases in all. Taking the cases from
1889 to July 11. 1906, the iortality was about 5 per cent. But
from July 1. 1906, to January 1. 1909, during whic.h time there
have been 238 mîyoma operations. the death-rate lias beei only
1 per cent-a splendid record.
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Out of 993 hysteromyomectonies, only 24 vere by the va-
ginal route. It is considered by the authors that although
recovery is more speedy, and the patient bas less immediate
discomfort after the vaginal operation, yet the final result to
the patient is made better after the abdominal operation.

The book is a mine of information. Though'the authors have
to say that "We still know practically nothing as to the cause
of uterine myomata," still they have preserved valuable data
on many points which cannot but be useful to w-orkers after
theni in the field.

The youngest patient w.,as 19 years. 26 patients were under
25 yeäir. the oldest was 71 years. and the great majority of
the patients between 28 and 52 years of age.

No aspect of the subject is neglected, nor any which. thougli
side issues. may help to elucidate the main topie. Among spe-
eially useful chapters to the general practitioner may be men-
tioned Differential Diagnosis, Pregnancy and Uterine Myomata.
and the Bladder in Cases of Uterine Myomata.

We have examined this book. which is worthy to mark an
epoch in American gynecology, with the greatest interest and
pleasure. and offer our sincere congratulations to the authors
upon it.

A SYSrEM or SYPnImIs. Edited by DXrey Power. M.B.. F
ani J. Keogh Murphy, M-.C.. F.R.C.S.. in six volumes. Each
volume is fully illustrated with original illustrations. many
of them direct color photographs. and is complete in itself.
Price. $12.00 each, or to subscribers. $66.00. complete. Can-
ada: D. T. McAinsh & Co.. Toronto.
Volume II.-This volume deals with the "Surgery of Syph-

ilis." by D'Arcy Power; "Treatnent of Syphilis and an Ont-
break in Virgin Soil." by Col. F. J. Lambkin, R.A.M.C.. and
"Syphilis in Obstetries." by Dr. William J. Gow.

The second volume of this series is certainly as comprelhensive
in its treatment of the subjects as the first volume. The "Surgery
of Syphilis" is most elaborately dealt with. and the histor'eal
account (w-hile brief) compreliensive. In speaking of the micro-
organism of syphilis. on page 9, «Mr. Power describes the method
of staining and demonstrating the spirocheta pallida. It has
not been our experience, however. to succeed as easily as this
paragraph would lead one to believe is possible. It is unneces-
sary to refer to the numerous aspects of syphilis in detail. but
we know of no work that deals with the subject in such a concise
manner.
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The chapter on the "Treatient of Syphilis." by Col. Lamb-
kin. where the whole subject is reviewed and brought thoroughly
up to date, even in matters of treatment that have only been in
use since 1907. has been handled critically and favorably. The
use of compounds of arsenic in syphilis has been followed by
some very striking and beneficial results. These are all pointed
ont in this chapter, and. while the subject is certainly new and
in an experimental stage, yet theoretically it appeals to one. and
is certainly entitled to much further investigation.

Dr. Wm. J. Gow. F.R.C.P., in a. short chapter. deals w'ith
"Syphilis in Obstetries.' a most important aspect of the
disease. The volume is illustrated in a very exceptional imanier.
and the typography and binding coild ihardly be improved.

THE AFTER-TREATMENT OF OPERATIONS. A M-anual for Practi-
tioners and House Surgeons. by P. Lockart Mummery, F.R.
C.S. (Eng.). B.A.. M.., B.C. (Cantab.), Senior Assistant
Surgeon, St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula and other Diseases
of the Rectum. and to the Queen 's Hospital for Children.
London. *3rd edition.. London; Bailliere. Tindall & Cox, 8
Henrietta St., Covent Garden. 1909.
We are glad to welcome the third edition of this useful little

book. whieh we find'thoroughly revised and brought up to date.
For instance, in the chapter on Shock. the experiments and ob-
servations of Dr. Crile are noted and practical use made of his
conclusions. The volume is of the utmost assistance to anyone
doing surgery. for it is founded upon the author's own ex-
perience.

An advanee notice informs us that the eurrent issue of the
Annals of Sivrgery will contain 344 pages. about two and one-
half tinies thei usual nuiber. with a large number of illustra-
tions, and at no additional cost to the subscribers.

The An»ials of S9rgery is undoubtedly one of ·the most
progressive medical journals of the day. They spare no ex-
pense in. illustrating articles and only secure the best articles.
They have previously issued single numbers that were undoubt-
edly equal to volumes that would cost $5.00. When we think
that this journal does this frequently, and the subscribers to it
receive that benefit. it is not surprising to know of the higli
standing of the journal. *We are looking forward to the coming
nuiber. and we are satisfied that it will be the biggest; and best
yet.
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hIternaional Clinics. A quarterly of illustrated clinical lec-
tures. and especially prepared original articles on treatment,
medicine. surgery, neurology, pediatries, obstetries, gyne-
cology, orthopedics, pathology, dermatology, ophthalmology,
otology. rbinology, laryngology, hygiene and other topics of
interest to students and practitioners, by leading members
of the medical profession throughout the world. Volumes
I. and Il. Nineteenth series. 1909. Philadelphia and Lon-
don: J. B. Lippincott Company.

Four times a year we have awaited the "Clinics" to find
always some leading articles of the greatest interest, such as
"Splenomegaly," by Parkes Weber, in Vol. IL., or "Absorption
From the Peritoneal Cavity," by W. G. MacCallen. in Vol. I..
besides a large number of others to choose from. and something
for every practitioner, no matter what his special interest may
require. These quarterlies are so well known that they need
no comment from us. They grow more valuable each year.

iVriling 1he- Short Slory. By J. BERG EsENwEIN. A.M.. Lit. D.
Editor of Lippiicott's Monihly Magazine: author of "How
to Attract and Hold an Audience." Clôth. 12mo. 448 pages.
Price. $1.25. Published by Hinds. Noble & Eldridge. New
York.

Although this work is hardly in place on the deskz of a medi-
cal journal, where there is scarcely time to read a short story.
let alone wrile one. yet we have found rnany interesting and
instructive points. which could vell be assimilated by the con-
tributors te this and other medical magazines. Mr. Esenwein
lias had a long experience as an editor. and lie tells the writer-
to-be. in twenty-five ehapters, precisely whbat the story-teller
should know.

A Handvibook of the Diseases of the Nose and Throat. By EUGEN E
S. YONGE, M.D. (Edin.). Physician to the Manchester bos-
pital for Consumptives and Diseases of the Throat; Physi-
cian to the Crossley Sanatorium. Edinburgh and London:
Wm. Green & Sons, Medical Publishers. 1909.
Previously it was the eriticism that Englisli books (by which.

of course, we mean British) were full of "good stuff," little
of it stolen from other authors. but their book-making and illus-
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rating were away behind the American publishers. However,
he present volume refutes all this, the illustrations being thor-

.)ghly up-to-date. In fact, the publishers have done it not
w%isely, but too well," in at least one instance (plate X.), where
rhey have unnecessarily given pictures of head mirrors. But
die work, as a whole, is excellent, well written, and full of sane
advice on the various topies which are diseussed.

Elementary Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Pharynx and
Larynx. By DR. E. J. MOURE, Surgeon in charge of the
Nose, Ear and Throat Department of the Faculty of Medi-
cine, Bordeaux. Translated and adapted by J. MALCOLM
FRnULARanson, M.B., F.R.C.P. (Edin.) ; Lecturer on Diseases
of the Nose, Ear and Throat in the Sehool of Medicine of the
Royal Colleges, Edinburgh: Surgeon, Ear and Throat De-
partnent, Royal Infirmary. and Senior Surgeon to the Ear,
Throat and Nose Department of the Eye and Ear Infirnary,
Edinburgh. With 210 illustrations. Price, $4.00. New York:
Rebman Company, 1123 Broadway. 1909.
In presenting this excellent vork to the medical profession,

Dr. Monre, while modestly offering it for the use of the general
practitioner, lias conferred a boon upon the specialist. The fact
)f confining himself to the narrower field of the pro-pharynx
and larynx. has enabled him to enter more fully into the
minutiS of the diseases of these organs. Possibly this detailing
particularly in reference to the pharynx, may have been carried
to excess, as the outconie of nany years of experience devoted
exclusively to the subjects withî which lie deals. On running
rapidly through Dr. Moure's pages. one is struck with the vide
difference which exists between some of bis methods of surgical
treatment and those of bis English and American confreres.
particularly in regard to pharyngeal disease. While the electro-
eautery klnife is with many going into desuctude, it is with Dr.
Moure a much favored instrument. Whether lie wants to open
a peri-tonsillar abscess. or remove hypertrophy in lacanar ton-
silitis. or destroy the vegetations of a pharyngeal lupus, or take
away the enlarged faucial tonsil, or a calculus from a soft
palate, it still holds its honored place. and after a long and wide
experience lie prefers it to -all others.

While the writer's divisions of pharyngeal abscess are pos-
sibly too elaborate, lis study upon the subject of the lingual
tonsil opens up a new field, -well worthy of keener investigation
than it has hitherto received.
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The division devoted to diseases of the larynx is brouglit
down to the most recent date, Killian's methods of examination
are adnirably portrayed and described. Tracheoscopy and
bronchoscopy are duly dealt with, as well as the double electro-
photophore, the stroboscope.

Tumors of the larynx receive a fair aniount of attention.
and the whole work is well illustrated, nany of the euts being
new.

If there is any serious criticism, it inight be relative to the
index. For instance: "Diseases and Traumatisms of the
Larynx" are confined to a single chapter, covering 230 pages.
while the index, alphabetically arranged, prevents the reader
from making a classification for himself. Still, the book is gotten
up in excellent form, and the translator deserves our thanks for
placing so valuable a work from the French before us.

The Ideal of Service.
The ideal for you to realize is the ideal of service. Your

very bill-heads will remind you constantly of this, for will they
not read "Mr. John Smith, to John Jones, M.D., Dr. For Pro-
fessional Services" so much?

It is a clumsy way of reckoning, however, for who can reckon
in coin of the realm the service rendered by the saving of a
precious life to kindred and to the community? "Who can trans-
mute into paltry dollars the care and skill and learning that shut
the door on death? Moreover, to wliom shall Flexner and Job-
ling or Rosenberger render a bill for "professional services to
mankind" by the discovery of the antiserumn for cerebro-spinal
meningitis or by the digcovery anent the tubercle bacillus? Who
will pay it V No one! Remember that "only the lower things of
life are sold; the higher things are always given."

The service you will render will always be a personal service,
often at the expense of sleep, of comfort, of home joys, of recrea-
tion; but, believe me, it pays, as personal service always does.
Remember that yours is not a trade, but a profession. "The
object of a trade is to make money; the object of a profession is
to bless mankind." This ideal of personal service can never be
fully realized by others, or, indeed, rendered by others, but only
by those of our own guild.-W. W. Keen in J. A. M. A.

Swabbing the throat with 20 per cent. iodine in glycerine
will quicldy relieve a pharyngitis.-American Journal of Sur-
gery.
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Pneumococcic Influenza. By Prof. Curschmann, Müwnch. fed.
Woch.

Influenza is clinically a term applied to variohs acute catar-
rhal conditions of the upper air passage, which are accompanied
by more or less severe circulatory and nervous disturbances, are
eminently infectious, and tend to assume endemic or epidemie
proportions. The disease is attributed by pathologists to the
organism known as the influenza, or Pfeiffer's bacillus, which
has usually been found in previous epidemics. But the writer's
investigations show that a disease clinically indistinguishable
from influenza may be due to the pneumococcus of Fränkel.

In the autumn and winter of 1907 and the early spring of
1908 a complaint was prevalent in Leipsig vhich was universally
regarded as influenza. The onset was usually markeà by shiver-
ing or chilliness, and occasionally by a definite rigor. Almost
al patients had violent headache, with general muscular pains,
most marked in the lumbar or sacral regions. There was fre-
quently great prostration from the first, and in half the cases
complete anorexia. Gastric pain, nausea, and vomiting, were
rare complications. In almost all cases there was pain in the
throat, with marked redness and swelling of the pharyngeal
mucosa. Not infrequently there were also coryza, conjunctivitis,
and hoarseness. In every one of 77 typical cases seen at the
hospital by the writer there was acute bronchitis with or without
expectoration. The latter variety was the less common and was
characterized by a violent spasmodic cough often resembling
that of pertussis. Bronchial asthma, and occasionally emphy-
sema, were also observed. In 17 of the 77 cases broncho-pneu-
monia occurred. The patches of consolidation were mostly small
and scattered, and lobar pneumonia was rare. Cardiac symp-
toms among the younger patients were seldom disquieting, but
among those with former heart'disease and among the older
patients they were often alarming. Twenty-two of the 77
patients were apyretie when admitted to hospital. In the re-
mainder the pyrexial period varied from a few hours to three or
four weeks. The duration of the disease varied, as a rule, be-
tween one and three weeks. 0f the rarer complications pleurisy
and peripheral neuritis with severe neuralgic pain may be men-
tioned. All the hospital patients recovered, but a considerable
number of fatal cases, especially in elderly patients, occurred
in the town.
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The above is a description of typical influenza. But in not
one of 49 cases. in which an exhaustive examination of the spu-
tum was made. wras Pfeiffer's bacillus present. In alnost all
(46) cases the pneunococcus -was found. It was quite typical a-
to capsule formation. extracellular occurrence, and staining and
cultural r'eactions. It was often present in ahnost pure eulture
and invariably preponderated so as to allow of no doubt as to its
etiological importance. Streptococci and staphylococci were also
occasionally present in snall numbers. The diplococcus was
virulent in inice. which died with the usual symptoms of pneu-
mococcie pyemiia. Pure cultures were obtained from the blood
and tissues of the infected animals. That ail the cases in this
epidemie were due to the pnfeumococeus was shown by the fact
that in the few instances in whicl a bacteriological examination
of the sputuni was made iii Leipsig. outside the hospital the same
result was obtained.

,A1s this pneumococeus disease is clinically indistinguishable
fron influenza due to Pfeiffer's bacillus. Prof. Curschmann holds
it best to retain the nanie of influenza even in the absence of the
usual influenzal organism. Lazzatto lias also reported a snall
endemie which occurred in the children's wards of the Graz
Hospital. The patients. who were all under 3. had symptons
indistinguishable from influenza, but, instead of Pfeiffer's
bacillus, the diplococeus pneumoniar was found. Influenza thus
appears to belong to the group of diseases which includes dysen-
tery and pernicious anemia. having more than one exeiting
cause.-The iedical Review.

Pain in the back or extendiig down tlhe cg, and sonetimes
simulating sciatica or lumbago, nay be due to chronie prostatic
disease. It is wise never to niake an offhand diagnosis of
sciatica until every source of possible reflex pain from local
organie disease bas been eliminated by careful examnination.-
International Journal of Surgery.

In many instances where a patient is supposed to have
merely a sprain of the ankle there is some fracture around or
in the joint. Signs of fracture should be carefully sought for.
Where nothing can be found around the ankle on examination
and the patient still continues to conplain of pain, and weak-
ness, a skiagraph may show a transverse fracture of the os
calcis which is held in place by the flexor muscles.-American
Journal of Surgery.
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